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WHAT WAS USED
TO BUILD BIG

TWENTY COUNTIES NOW
REPRESENTED AT THE
STATE UNIVERSITY

DEMING CAMP

BALLOT-CASTIN-

N. M
Nov. !.
Albuquerque,
Twenty of New Mexico's twenty-eigcounties are now represented
among the students at the Univer
sity of New Mexico, according to
figures made public today by the
Registrar. Quay, Union, Mora, de
Baca, Rio Arriba, Sierra, Sandoval
and Dona Ana are the eight counties which have no students in attendance. All but two of these counties were represented in upper clas
ses last year, their representatives
having been called into various
branches of the military service. In
spite of the war's demands for young
men the enrollment of men is now
only nine less than that of women
and the total enrollment is practic
ally equal to that of November 1,
1916.
By birth places the students
states with
represent twenty-seve- n
48 who were born in New Mexico,
the
this beinp
largest number of
native born sons and daughters in
the history of the university. Forty-tw- o
of this year's students are wholly self supporting, while thirty-on- e
arc partially paying their own way
through college. Steady additions to
the students are coming in and it is
now clear that but for the war the
this year
University ' enrollment
would have increased almost 100 percent.

FOR TUESDAY
, IS EXPLAINED

SOCIETY

OF ENGINEERS,

ASSEMBLED IN CONVEN-TTOIN THE PASS CITY
Interesting facts and figures relative to Camp Cody were presented

PROHIBITION
HEADQUARTERS SATS OPPOSITION IS
TRYING TO CREATE CONFUSION AS TO ELECTION
MACHINERY TO BE USED
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 31. With
the prohibition
election six days
away, the Wets are at last out in the
open circulating literature and in
some instances attempting to confuse the electorate over the machinery of the new election law. It is
the duty of every board of county
commissioners,
acting through the
county clerk, to supply and distribute
the ballot boxes, booths and ballots.
It is rumored that some counties
have not yet received the voting
booths, this could not possibly be
used as an excuse to default in conducting the election in any instance
as any election board can provide
a table and curtain the same off
with cloth curtains in the most sim
ple manner and comply with the
law.
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PACTS AND DATA PRESENT.
ED TO SOUTHWESTERN

FRIDAY NOVEMBER

FIRST AMERICAN WOUNDED
IN TRENCHES

IN FRANCE

With the American Army in
trance, Uct. a, Monday. The
First American wounded in the
trenches arrived todav at a

base hospital. He is a lieutenant
of the signal corps. He was
hit in the leg by a shell splint- er while working in a com- munication
trench near the
first line. The wound is slight.
The weather vs clear and cold
today in the American sector.

j

!

AMERICAN FORCES MAKE
FIRST CAPTURE OF
A GERMAN SOLDIER

TO STAMP OUT
USE OF LIQUOR

TWO GOVERNORS
PAY VISIT TO
SOLDIERS CAMP

With

the American
Army in
Oct. 29. The first German
prisoner of war taken by the American expeditionary forces died today
in an American field hospital, having
been shot when he encountered an
American patrol in No Man's Land
in front of the American trenches.
He, with another German, was discovered Saturday night by the patrol
and was called upon to halt. The
Germans ran; the patrol fired and
one of the enemy was hit. The
prisoner was removed to a hospital
where the combined efforts of several surgeons failed to save his life.
Germans Not Informed
The prisoner was a mail carrier
and letters of some value were found
on him. He explained his presence
near the American trenches by say
ing he had lost his way in the dark.
He declared that the German soldiers did not know that Americans
were on the front or in France, the
officers telling them noting.
France,

THE
INDIVIDUAL
MUST
WORK UNCEASINGLY, DECLARES MRS. LINDSEY IN
LETTER TO COUNTY AND
DISTRICT CHAIRMEN

161

GOVERNOR BURNQUIST, OF
MINNESOTA AND GOVERNOR LINDSEY,
OF NEW
ENTERTAINED
MEXICO,
AT CAMP CODY

Every man, woman and child in
Deming had the honor of enterNew Mexico must do his and her
taining two chief executives on last
full
on
if
next
by C. A. Tilton and Major C. H.
the
duty
Tuesday,
GOVERNMENT TAKES CONTROL
Friday, Governor J. A. A. Burnquist,
Miller at the engineers convention
of Minnesota, and Governor WashOF FLOUR MANUFACTORIES state is to rid itself of the evil
of the liquor traffic. Realizing that
Friday afternoon. They follow:
ington E. Lindsey of New Mexico.
Cost $2,025,000.
New York, Oct. 30. Administrative in the closing days of the campaign
Governor Burnquist had attended
is
Covers 2,450 acres.
a time to do most effective work,
the meeting of the Blue and Gray
supervision over the operation of all Mrs.
E.
Fifteen miles water mains.
W.
Lindsey, chairman of the
flour mills in the United States will
at Vickshurg, Miss., and merely exTwelve mites water laterals.
tended his itinerary to include Dem
be assumed by the milling, division Woman's Auxiliary of the New Mexico
Shower heads. 2,050.
Council
of
has
written
Defense,
of the United States food adminising and Camp Cody 'where the MinMess halls, 283. If placed end on
all
to
the
chairand
district
nesota troops are encamped. He was
tration, effective November 1, it was men of the county
would reach a distance of five and
them
organization,
urging
announced here today. This action
accompained by Walter P. Rhinow,
miles.
will be taken under President Wil- not to relax their efforts until the
adjutant general of the state of Minend
end
if
to
Mess tables
last available vote for prohibition
placed
son's proclamation of October 8.
nesota, and Major Harry L. Brady,
would extend seven and
has been put into the ballot box. MUSIC CONSERVATORY,
IT. S. disbursing officer for the state.
miles.
is
The
as
letter
follows:
ART SCHOOL AND
COLONEL GRUNSFELD FAVORS
While in the city the distinguished
2,500,000 feet of
Approximately
RHYMIC DANCE STUDIO visitor was the guest of Bripadier
NEW COURT HOUSE DOWN
Whiskey Has No Defense
tomber used in building 5,100 tent
Gen. F. E. Resche, commander of the
TOWN
FOR
ALBUQUERQUE
"Reachit.g further and affecting
floors 400 floors made in one day.
Miss
Connell, who recently 68th brigade. He took breakfast at
other arrived May
vitally more people than
Totat number of buildings, 1,500.
New
from
York
Mrs.
and
Colonel Alfred Grunsfeld, chairman issue which New Mexico any
the officers' mess of the 136th Inhas been A. M. Bachrens
Largest pay roll, $97,000.
of Tesuque, who fantry. He was the guest of 135th
of the board of county commissioncalled
is
solve
to
the
upon
whiskey
High Pay For Workers
spent 15 years in Paris, France, are infantry at dinner and he partook
Registration Certificate!
ers, came out today in a speech at question which is to be voted upon
comCarpenters receive $8.25 per day or
The prohibition
planning to open a Music Conser- of the evening meal at the officers'
the Kiwanis weekly luncheon in the on November 6th.
$225.55 a month; plumbers and car- PAUL A F. WALTER IS
mittee has supplied the prohibition Y. M. C. A. in favor of a new court- - "Intelligent people do not ask for vatory, Art School and Rhythmic mess of the 125th field artillery.
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSIONER
brick$9.63
foremen,
per
in the Diaz building
day;
Dance
chairmen
of every county house situated downtown
penters
county
Viiit Wat Purely Social
any reasonfor voting against the in the Studio
Miss Connell
near future.
layer foremen, $11 per day; laborers, - FOR NEW MEXICO CENTRAL with the necessary registration cerNo salutes or ceremonies were
But he was not in favor building lintior traffic. There is no defense
$2.75 per day.
of
will
and
have
tificates
blank
the
voters
absentee
instruction
charge
at once, Col. Grunsfeld said. After for
The sale of whiskev
given in his honor as his visit wai
A department of publicity for the
Approximately 3,000 men employaffidavits for- the use of voters who the war was the time he had in mind. oughtwhiskey.
art school, while entirely social. In company with a
to be stopped and it must be in music and the
development of the resources of the must be away from home on elec- When
ed at one time.
will
Mrs..Raehrens
her
instruct
pupthe
war
was
he
number
of officers he visited Columhe
over,
said,
stopped. This is evident to all who
ils in the art of graceful classic bus, N. M., in the afternoon by autoApproximately 13,000000 feet of country tributary to the line has been tion day so that properly equipped thought the project should and would think
clearly.
lumber used. Cars required to trans- added by the New Mexico Central
with a repistration certificate from be pushed through.
dancing, and will also be prepared mobile, and grcatlv enjoyed meeting"
railroad. Paul A. F. Walter, of SanManufacture Forbidden
his home precinct registration board,
to conduct a class in French.
port the lumber, 724.
Colonel Grunsfeld told of the work
the Carranza soldiers at the border
in
will
.of the new
be'
ta
"The
authFe,
the
charge
President,
of
36,000
through
men;
camp,
in
Capacity
any qualified voter can vote
any of the county commissioners. He regate. He said that the Minnesota
a recent war measure pasof
men now in camp.
department, with the title of Indusority
in
fifthe
more
state
than
GEN. SCOTT NOW IN FRANCE;
viewed in a general way the things sed
troons were all well satisfied with
the Congress, has forbidden
by
The story of how Camp Cody, the trial Commissioner. Mr. Walter is precinct
miles
teen
from
home, pro- done by the board during his loi:jr the manufacture of
away
WILL RETURN TO INSTRUCT conditions at camp and its location.
one of the best known newspaper
and gin
whiskey
affiexecutes
he
the
great army training camp at Dem-inPfe heard no complaints of any kind
viding
proper
incumbency. Albuquerque Herald.
for the period of the war. Aside from
N. M., was constructed in rec- and publicity men of the southwest.
davit and presents his registration
from the men. He left with hi
27.
the long list of awful tragedies folOct.
Gen.
France,
ord time despite innumerable diffi His appointment is announced in the certificate.
Paris,
Maj.
for St. Paul, on the evening
IMPOSSIBLE FOR THIS TO
lowing in the wake of the liquor
culties was related in a vivid and following official circular from Col.
Hugh L. Scott, former chief of staff narty
Santa Fe train on which Governor
Have Proper Blanks Ready
BE SHORT WAR DECLARES
E. Twitchell, receiver and genis
arthe
of
United
C.
States
economic
the
has
A.
waste
Ralph
too
manner
traffic,
Tilton,
army,
by
interesting
to the CapSome confusion in the minds of the
LORD NORTHCLIFFE great to be tolerated at this time.
rived in France and gone to the T.indsey was returning
auditor of the contractor, and Ma- eral manager:
itol at Santa Fe, N. M Governor
Effective November 1, 1917, Mr. public has been created through the
With so many of the people of the front.
jor C. H. Miller, engineer in charge
addressed
Lindsev had
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 31 Dis- Allied Nations near to the door of
patriotic
Walter, of Santa Fe, New question of registration. Any
After his retirement last month as gatherings at Hurley and Silver
of construction, Friday at the after- Paul A. F.
voter otherwise qualified crediting recent reports of internal starvation, it would be criminal inCity,
noon session of the convention of Mexico, is appointed Industrial Comof
chief
Gen.
Scott
was
staff,
Maj.
automobile
in
and came to Deming by
his home disruption in Germany as signs of the gratitude for us to continue to manday
Southwestern Society of Engineers. missioner. He will also inhave charge can vote on election
chief instruction officer of the to see the
made
a
the
of
ramp.
precinct, upon
connection
all publicity matters
presentation
weakening of that nation in the war, ufacture whiskey.
He went to
new national army.
Friday njght the engineers banquet- of
Size Impresses Gov. Lindiey
y
Lord Northcliffe
told 200
with the exploitation and settlement properly executed affidavit witnessFrance to study operations on the
Will Make State Safer
ed at the Paso del Norte.
with its
ed
He
was
two
to
much
other
voters.
of
Westeditors
seven of the Middle
The convention was brought to of territory adjacent to the line of Wank byaffidavits forqualified
western front and on his return will sire and the workimpressed
this purpose ern states, at a luncheon given here for"The passage of the amendment
accomplished by
a close Saturday and Sunday the the New Mexico Central and particthe
of
intensive
on
November
supervise
6th,
training
the contractors and soldiers there.
have been placed in the hands of in his honor, that the war had just will prohibition
visitors will start on their home- ularly in the Estancia Valley.
not only make New Mexico a the national army in trench war- He said that Deming was doing a
the prohibition
conntv chairmen. begun
fare.
ward trek.
safer
for
children
better,
place
your
The law requires that the repistra-tinwonderful work in connection with
Impossible To End Soon
to be
Recalling Rd Dog Boom
help the
the big training ramp, and was establist he posted in the most pro"It is impossible that this should federal reared, but willin also
Red Dog and Cripple Creek in
its
to
fight
government
in
minent
the precinct fir ten he a short war," he declared. "There
lishing a national reputation for herplace
their palmy days had nothing on the
self in the excellent social atmosdavs prior to election. Every pro are no farts which will form the throw off the yoke which Military
boom at Deming that has existed
seeks
to
impose. Individual
hibitionist should examine this list basis for such an opinion. The Ger Germany
phere which she has created and is
since the first steps toward the conwill carry this election; faileffort
and ascertain whether his own and man Reichstag, unlike our Congress ure
furnishing for the soldiers. He said
struction of Camp Cody were taken
to make the individual effort
his prohibition neighbors' names are and Parliament, has little or no
that the request for $?000 rf state
in the latter part of July, according
will
loss
the
cause
of
issue
the
by
funds, to be used in connection with
registered, and if not, to immediateWELLNOT PAR FROM ALApower save that of the pasfage of a default.
to Mr. Tilton and Major Mil'er.
the training camp activities in makfew appropriations. WhiH it is posly procure fijrtm his county chairMajor Miller stated that he arOF
CATTLE
AND.
REVIEW
"The
saloon
forces
active
are
PRODUCING
MOGORDO
500 man the necessary blank affidavit sibly true that
ing the Deming armory over into
of the Gerrived --rn Deming from Little Rock,
Make no mistake on this point. They
a soldiers' club house, could not be
and arrange for its execution.
man population has become sickenhome
found
his
and
THE
RANGE
SITUATION
IN
only
Ark.,
city,
TO 1000 GALLONS A MIN
s
ed of war. the ruling
granted in its present form as it did
are are organized and hard at work.
The
one assistant on the, ground.
nn eome under the interpretation of
firm in their convic'.ion that the war There were no saloons in Iowa, and
STOCK
700
SOUTHWEST;
man was not an engineer, but a very
UTE; WILL BE DRILLED STEAMER WITH CONGRESS- the
forces appeared to be idle,
ine appropruu ui. lie mihi im;ii hicic
MEN ON ATTACKED BY SUB is being prosecuted successfully to yet liquor
efficient business man and aided
a prohibition amendment to the
CARS COULD BE USED is hope that the money can still be
a victorious
DEEPER
culmination for their
materially in laying out preliminary
constitution
has
secured in some other wav. He exjust been defeated
NOW IF AVAILABLE
plans. The contractor, Owen Hughes,
London, Oct. 29. The steamer on government."
by almost 1,100 votes.
pressed a desire to visit Deming and
Are Erring
Newspapers
of Dallas, had not arrived and he
which were United States Senators
Individual Effort Count
Lord Northcliffe asserted that
Camp Cody after the fall elertidns
was immediately wired for and inOil has been struck in a well 17 John D. Kendrick of Wyoming and
when the division is completed and
"The decision in New Mexico may
are presenting
newspapers
structed to be on the camp site July miles southwest of Alamogordo, on William S. Kcnyon of Iowa,
and Repn fn'l working order.
Catte movements are being delay
Deming Head- iipun the effort that you make
26. Deming Graphic.
the road between Alamogordo and resentatives John J. Rogers of Mas- the news of the war in an erroneous hinge
ed on account of a serious short-- 1 light.
or fail to make. Work early, work
manner. He said that the fact that
El Paso, also flowing artesian water,
sachusetts and James S. Parker of
age of available cattle cars. John
wrong with Germany late. Do not neglect anything which
UNITED STATES SCHOOLS
according to L. N. Jones, mayor of New York, was attacked by a Ger- something was
being featured, when, as a mat- in the least would help in the great Arnot, Panhandle and Southwestern MAJOR LLEWELLYN IS
SHOULD HAVE NURSES TO
Alamo, who was in i.1 raso lues-da- y man submarine off the coast of was
Stockmen's association inspector at
ter of fact, the only thing wrong cause.
GREATLY PLEASED WITH
TAKE REQUIRED TRAINING
buying pipe for the well.
Wales Saturday.
Amarillo, Texas, states in his last
with the nation was the Kaiser. He
"Get together; effect a close-knIne water, lie says, tastes very
CAMP CODY AT DEMING
The
Fe
gunners on the steamer open- told of the policy of his publications organization. Hold meetings to keep
agent there
report that the Santa
The Committee on Nursing of the much like Epsom salts.
ed fire immediately and the sub- in England, which gave the same in touch wKh
said that he could use 700 cars
havj parades lias
Council of National Defense is call- Mr. Jones is vice president of the
progress;
Maior
i'iI1iam Henrv Harrison
marine
submerged before
having treatment to British losses as to to let the public know that you are if he could obtain them, and Paul
ing for trained nurses. Volunteers company which is sinking the well, time to launch
tewtlvn. sneaker nf flip New Mexico
a torpedo.
Hoefle.
Texas,
Jr., at Canadian.
British and Allied gains.
busy and make them good parades."
are needed, not for the firing line, They are now down 901 feet and the
...... '.I ...
.J I
r
-- f
.a:.... mi-- mh. v. f
"v
..'.
iwrites
ui ir'ic.nii.mns,
mat .w cars oi came are i
icrecopnized
hut for the 1,322 training schools water is flowing, he says, at the rate
in public afleaders
the
as
of
soon
as
out
that
pet
locality
MOO
is
for nurses in the United States. At of 500 to
gallons a minute. It
in th? city Thursday,
was
but
that!
file
fairs,
can
net
cars,
shippers
in
the
United
are
oil
and
present there
strongly impregnated with
have been unable to pet tin m bracing his first opportunity to visit
States approximately 80 000 register-- 1 full of gas. He says it is strong in
for'the past three weeks. 13. F. Den-- 1 Camp Cody, his old time friend,
ed nurses, of whom only 6.000 are magnesia, but it is palatable enough
son. at I. a Mesa, Texas, says that the Judsrc F. Y. MrKeyes and the
public health, nurses. America needs! for irrigation purposes and is good
editor actinf as escort.
part of the cattle to be ship-'pha far greater number of trained wo for boilers, solving the water queS'
his district are sti'l waiting
After viewing the hip camp, which
ped
men to aid in the prevention of tion at least for the engine i..
for cars.
(is accurately described in another
disease epidemics, for industrial ac- using for the drilling.
from the various districts column. Mior T.lewllyn could not say
Reports
cidents and for the general preserva.Will Drill Deeper
N.
31.
Santa Fe,
M., Oct.
too much in its favor. "This ought
Answer. "They are not; the only suggestion are as follows:
tion of public health. Nevertheless,
The company intends continuing
1 Permanent
lo ',?
The following interview was given out
.military
this available supply is being cut its boring, lie says, with every indiby that we can get on that question is that a drunken
Dry, Cool, Windy at Carrizozo
ideal
T. II. Haird, at Carrizoro.
N. M re- - P"M.on account of the
down rapidly b war requirements cation of reaching oil in paying Judge Reed Holloman,
ProState
of
man
commands
Orsober
a
than
man.
higher wages
Thousands have gone voluntarily to quantities. Fayette A. Jones, who hibition Committee
the ranpe to he dry. weather conditions here, said the maior and
ports
of
New
State
to
the
whole
the
wet
inansver
campaign
France and others have gone into selected the location, which is on
dinarily a man who would make such a statement clear and cool, and verv windy.
Finlev and Son. CarriVozo. sold to Mcvirn oupht to pet brfc of Deming
public work, directly or indirectly, re- government land, is enthusiastic over literature that the liquor interests are circulating.
would be in the insane asylum and assigned to the
"'p m:'Ur V".
lated to the war.
W. R. Krop, Tine I'.hiff. Arl;., one car
the prospects.
"At the eleventh hour the liquor interests of the incurable ward ; but coining from tliL' source it docs, of two and three year old mules.
Arrangement And Construction
to Mr.
The first oil, according
Appealing To Schools
and arrangement
we know that it is conceived in falsehood rather than
sold
I.. P.ranmn, Carrizozo,
to' The bn.pitM
These depletions must be met. Jones, was struck at a depth of 8S9 state are showing signs of activity and as would be
a
and Sons. Carrizozo, 40 head ;lr"' construction of the hnihlmr-- was
Spruce
The
dealer
who
?l
asked
that
idiocy.
Therefore, an appeal has been sent folld- wcl1
abliquor
question
pnrticubrlv pleasimr to the nmor.
1,ve 01' expected their weapons are duplicity, deceit and
Lower tll(y
rows and calves
col-- 1
to women's and
knows that the lowest dive in the state would not lie of Tnhn
Arnot Amarilln renorts that' I'nrtno IMS inspection lie was in
The oil came out solute falsehood. In their letters to the retail liquor
some water.
J
leges and high grade private schools.! ?
instrusted to the safe keeping of a drunken bar- the ranpe is pood ant! curort nicely.
big gobs in the water as it was dealers they appeal to them to 'Help save our busiti.' .v'
1
The response to date has been
the well by the
weather eonl and wind with a ki!'- - construction ' ' ,i run ' iwen neuupiiei
tender."
erotts. For example, one New York slushed out ot
in
but
wnom
the
circular
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which
notn
the
send
pave
ness',
to
ro.ntrnrior.
in i' frost recently and lots of feed
they
he lrl11 penetrated several
had forty applicants for ad- - '
verbal bouquets that oupht to make
uncut.
still
"If
mission as students last June. There pockets in the cretaceous limes one, voters there is not a hint of 'Save our business', but
III.
saves
the
Question
boys,
prohibition
)
U. firimiley. P.rownfic'd, soli to anv
representative American feel
ol appeared in all the pockets, an
were 624 applications last July and
attempt to show that the liquor business is an edwhy is the percentage of juvenile delinquents greater P.. r.onner, Amarillo, 18 cars of one!Prn,ud.
More than 50 per cent of also through the stone,
August.
is evercistni?
"The (".merriment
ucational institution, a charitable organization, and a in
and two year o'( steers.
Well Close To Main Road
this number were college women.
sen-e- .
dry Kansas than in wet Texas?"
when it el"-t- s practical
creat
300 feet from the Guardian
is
I.
sold
Frown
to
The
Mahonev.
not
well
r.
field,
combined.
Angel
The government needs nurses, but
Answer. ''They arc not. Kansas has a smaller Bonner. Amarillo, a number of one n'ln '''; v'1!1 for such birr iohs that
road.
oresent El
I..
i,.
ed 19 !'c lone evpedit'ously and
"In the circular which they are sending out, cernumber of convicts in the penitentiary er capita year olds, mixed
company putting down the
ed for important work. European
remarked the major
economic v
No Snow At Maffdalena
known as the Iw.n Buttes tain statements are made and certain
askin
than
w?,u
need
vital
ha
the
shown
wet
state
the
Union."
any
questions
experience
11.
N. M., to the noted eneineer and contract
J. M. Howell,
of experts behind the firing line and Oil and Gas company, and W.
ed. The statements are absolutely'alse, as are the
that the weather is still dry or who arc point' to report toflncle
mayor Jones
to replace the nurses at home who'Jackson is president
Question IV. "If prohibition fosters education. reports
; L. K.
and windy, but that there has been San the mn't efficiently constructed
Jkork, secretary- answers to their questions.
are drafted for the front -L- eslie's,
rjnin in the United States. DcminR
Thomas,
why are the school systems of the wet states so far no snow in the mountains yet.
treasurer; h. E. Ward,
is made that if the Prohibition
"The
T. H. Nations Land and Cattle Co. riraphic.
statement
&
Hayne.
ahead of the dry states?"
JSHOP WOMEN WEAR OVERALLS
Gj'brt
is carried it will be a penitentiary offense
shipped 23 cars of three
Answer. "False again. If lxoze joints and con- Mapdalcna.
and four vcar old steers to St. TO PLANT PEANUTS NEXT
lnthe shops ot the Orand trunk
Ward is the field manager in charge
to import any beer or wine into the state. The man
at Stratford, Ont, the female em- oi ine arming. ci raso ucraiu.
YEAR FOR REGULAR CROP
sequential drunkenness fostered education, the Joseph, Mo.
who penned that statement either never read the schools of this state would be in the front rank of t lay toopcr. Maprtalena, shipped
ployes have been directed to wear
uniforms ; that is to say, overalls. ALBUQUERQUE WILL HAVE
Den-cars
of
to
three
steers
j
yearling
Reed Amendment or he is unable to understand what all the states.
Anlnony. y M , Oct. 31. Fxperl- We know it is not; it is making rapid ve,r;r
This is to lessen the danger of acBIG HOTEL, HUNDRED ROOMS
mental, crops of peanuts in this por- cident
M. 'S anp Mapda'cna, shipped
.
AND BEAUTIFUL BALLROOM he reads or he has no regard for the truth. The Fedstrides in spite of the saloon, but no saloon ever asby catching clothing in
of , ,.a,,cv are tf) be fo1owe)
eral Court has already decided that under the so caltwo cars of old cows and calves to hv a con,i,lcr:lble acreage in
machinery. These women for, some
in
in
sisted
advancement
education.
the
of
any
time have been required to wear
way
Citv.
Eduardo Otero has confirmed the led "Bone Dry" amendment liquor can be shipped innext vear. Th success of the
,'niits
Their purpose is to promote and perpetuate ignorL. .Men, shipped two ears of old
caps while at work, some of them report that he intends to convert the
cx prrirnrnt ,1V 5CVeral farmers of the
the
to
a
the
use
for
state
of
their
been
o
injured
having
personal
by
dry
having
purchaser. ance, for the ignorant are their easiest victims."
.to. Oklahoma City.
building, Copper avenue
has led them to
cnlv' an,
Antllonv
hair caught in drills. Railway
T. Dalhn. Mapdalena. shippcd.three ,, fn; community
and Second street, into a modern As the liquor interests are so devoid of any respect
,1,;, on(l cf ,tle staple
of
cows
fat
and
calves.
hotel.
cows,
cars,
Question V. "Who pays the taxes?"
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to heartily approves of the the soldier who brngs in the first
Question II. "Why are wages higher in wet passions of men, and their only hope is that false- Kaiser
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NEW HAIG DRIVE
GAINS

FIVE BILLION LOAN

1000 YARDS

COL. E. M. HOUSE

SAMMIES TAKE

OVERSOBSCRIBED

BERLIN ADMITS
BRITISH CAP
TUREO PASSCHENDAELE, BUT
CLAIM TOWN REGAINED.

AVALANCHE OF
RETURNS POURED IN FROM
COAST TO COAST.

FIRST PRISONER
U.

LAST-MINUT-

TAFT VISITS U. S.

8COUTS IN FIRST LINE
TRENCHES WOUND GERMAN
WHO DIES IN HOSPITAL.

BALLOON

SO

LATE

MARKET

L

QUOTATIONS

8.

Western Newspaper Union News Servlca.

IMPRESSED WITH

DEN VEH MARKETS.

FORT OMAHA COLLEGE.

rattle.

1.5
Brass steers, good to ch. . .$ 16.60
Urass steers, Fair to good... 8.25 10.40
1.76
T.75
Heifers, prime
8.26
Cows, grassers, good to ch.. 7.40
7.25
Cows, grassers. fair to Rood 6.60
6.40
Cows, canners and cutters.. 6.00
Veal calves
8.60 & 11.00
6.00
Bulls
7.26
11.09
to
.10.00
choice. ,.
Feeders, good
7.71
8.60
Feeders, fair to good
8.50
Feeders, common to fair.... 7.60
8.75
Stockers, good to. choice.... 7.60
7.25
6.25
Blockers, fair to good
1

COLORADO AB0VEQUOTA

ITALIANS FORGED BACK

DISASTER THREATENS COUNTRY
IF AUSTRIANS WIN NEW DRIVE
ACROSS TAGLIAMENTO.

DENVER

CROWN

Western Nwnpapr I'nl'm

Western Newspaper Union News Hervleo.

ITALIANS

IN

RETREAT

.SVww

Sprvlre.

Canadian Headquarters la France,
Canadian troops apparently
,
have captured Crest farm and
Hie enemy's last stronghold in
front of the strategic village of
The advance was satisfac-toralong the entire Canadian line.
With the splendid support of the
artillery, violent German counter attacks have been repulsed.
The fighting was unusually hitter
and after a temporary cheek on the
right wing the Canadian forces battled their way up to the slopes and
gained a foothold nn Crest farm, from
which the movement against
was directed.
(len. Haig reports Germans have
been thrown hack 1.0UU yards.

HAS

25,521

BOND

PA

TRIOTS AND STATE GIVES
EXCESS OF $902,479,

Oct. 31.

Meet-cheele-

Washington, Oct. 29. The Liberty
loan apparently passed the f u.OOO.Ouu,
noil mark.
A
drive of titanic
nation
the
proportions thoughout
rounded up more than $1,000,000,01)0
and was believed to have carried the
total several hundred million dollars
beyond the maximum sum treasury officials had hoped for.
Federal reserve banks were struggling Saturday night under an avalanche of
subscriptions to
form some idea of the grand total. Indications are that they will not complete their tabulations for several
days.
At least 8,000,000 persons throughout
the country wrote their names on application blanks. How many more did
so will not be known until the final
count several days hence. The number may go as high as 10,000,000.
Kach of the twelve districts appeared to have passed its minimum
ami indications
were that most of
them had exceeded the maximum as
last-da- y

"The measure of my patriotism today is not to be determined by controversies as to what my rights may
be, It la measured alone in terms of
how many sacrifices
can make at this
time for my country." So readB the
platform on which Thomas Riley Marshall, Vice President of the United
States, believes every American citizen should stand, as expressed at
1

EYES OF ARTILLERY IN ACTION

PRINCE SUFFERS 8IGNAL Eight Hundred Pupils
Training for Places
DEFEAT IN' ATTEMPTED RAID
Army of the Air.
NEAR VERDUN.
More
Applicants.
fications Essential.
Western
Union News
Service.

Newspaper

With the American Army In France,
Oct. 30. The first German prisoner
New photograph of Col E. M. House, of war was taken
by the American exwho la studying for the president data
peditionary forces died in an Ameri
and Information gathered by diplo can field
hospital, having been shot
matic agents and others bearing es when lie encountered
an American papecially on steps It will be necessary trol in No Man's Land in front of the
for this government to take that it American
trenches. He with another
may be fortified with facts and figures German was discovered
Saturday
to deal with the trade war that Is sure
night by the patrol and was called
to follow a cessation of hostilities.

Are Undergoing
in Uncle Sam's
Field Open for
Sterling Quail

Qood hogs

Kogm.

.15.75016. 55

Sheep,
Lambs
,
$16.00916.60
16.50
Feeder lambs
15.76
, 9.75 10.26
Omahn, Oct. 23.
Taft Ewes
7.60 10.00
Feeder ewes
inspected the big balloon school at Wethers
10.60
10.00
Fort Omaha lust week, saw the huge
HAY AND VIIAI H MAHKICT.
suusage shaped forms curry the observers 4,000 feet In the air, from
(F. O. B. Denver. Carload Price.)
..
Hay.
where they signalled the activities of
Buying Prices per Ton.
the occupunts of trenches five or sis Colorado upland, per ton. .20. 00 24. 00
18.00 22.00
miles away to the dummy urtlllery, Nebraska
1'ralrie hayupland
crop) Colo. 18.00ffl20.00
and at the conclusion of his tour ex
and Neb., (new
per ton
23.0025.OO
per ton
pressed his opinion of the work of Timothy,
Alfalfa (new crop) per ton. 18.00 20.00
this new brunch of the service that South Park, per
230025.00
ton
Valley, per ton.. .21.00 23.00
lias come to be known as "the eyes of Uunnlson
6.009 7.06
Straw, per ton
the artillery," us "wonderful."
Grala.
100
ch.
new,
wheat,
lbs., buy
At Fort Omaha there are being
mill,
I.T"
Oats, Neb., 100 lbs., buying
trained nt present nearly 800 keen Colorado
oats,
bulk, buying
Ml
chop, sack, selling
young Americans who will In the near Corn
3. HO
Corn In sunk. Mlllnufuture, from their lofty perches in the Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs., selling... 1.55
clouds In France and Belgium, direct
Flour.
the Are of the American artillery that
Is to pave the way for the drive to Hungarian patent :
DHESSBD POULTRY.
Berlin.
Less 10 Der cent commission.
As the men nt present In trnlnlng at
28
26
Springs
30 wat
Fort Omaha lenve for active service, Turkeys, rancv d. n
26
2s
turns
old
Turkejs,
their places nre being taken by men ruraeys, choice
zu mitt
22 to 24
Hens, fancy
20 (a 22
Ducks, yountr
20
18
Oeese
14
12
Roosters

upon to halt. The Germans ran, the
patrol fired, and one of the enemy was
URGES VOTEFORWOMEN hit. The prisoner was removed to a
field hospital, where the combined efforts of several surgeons failed to
save bis life.
WILSON
FAVORS
SUFFRAGE AS
The prisoner was a mall carrier, and
AN ISSUE IN EVERY STATE.
letters of some value were found on
BRAZIL DECLARES WAR
him. He explained his presence near
the American trenches by saying he
The
President
Praises
Shown
Derlin. Passchemlaele
Capacity
had lost his way in the dark.
village on VOTE IN CHAMBER OF
DEPUTIES
the Flanders front was captured by
by Sex in Period of Great
He declared that the German sol1.
149
WAS
TO
National Need,
the Hritlsh, according to the official
diers did not know that Americans
were on the front or in France, the
announcement, but it adds that later
officers telling them nothing.
they were driven out.
South American Republic Eighteenth
Western Newspaper Union Newi Service.
to Enter Conflict Against Germany
Wilson
President
Washington.
London. The Italians are in comLondon. The allies are cheered by
well.
Fleet Sent to Seize Ship.
to woman suf the confidence In the Franco-Britisbut
retreat
toward
their
plete
orderly
The treasury's early tabulation of gave full indorsement
as an issue in every state.
second defensive system, behind the
armies on the western front. Try as
returns, based upon estimates received frage
of 100 lead
Tagliamento river, from the Carnic Western Newspaper Unlnn News Service.
from the reserve banlts,showed a to- ersAddre3ting a delegation
they may, the Germans cannot break
I. Ire Poultry.
woman
of
York
state
the
New
to
27.
the sea. (!dlne, former headItio Janlero, Oct.
The Chamber tal of $4,r.55,000,000. This was ad
that wall of steel. The heavy artil
Alps
(Prices net F.O.B. Denver.)
called
who
the
at
of
suffrage
party
10
23
battle is unabated in Flanders
quarters of Cadorna's army In EastDeputies, by an almost unanimous mitted to be an underestimate of the
lery
Springs
21
ern Venetia, has been occupied by vote, declared that a state of war ex- result. At the hour the tabulation White House to obtain an expression and in sections of the Alsne front and
Hens, fancy, lb
It,
10
5
iu
itoosiers.
in
in
that
of
the
campaign
support
ists between Germany and Brazil. was made subscribers were standing
the Austro Germans.
the Verdun region. With the except
2S
23
Urollers, lb
24
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The entire Isonzo line has been The vote was 14!) to 1. President in line in thousands of cities and state, the President, in emphatic tion of raids executed by the Belgians
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
1- 16 & 18
Ducks, young
abandoned by the Italians, following liraz has sanctioned the proclamation towns throughout the country and terms, declared that woman suffrage In the vicinity of Dixmude, the only
16
14
Geese
use mere corn
the destruction of all bridges. Along of a state of war with Germany. The most of the 2G,000 banks were is one of the fundamentals of democ- Infantry action reported was In the
deKUG8.
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settlement
whose
proper
the whole battle front Cadorna's cav- Senate unanimously approved the swamped with unreported subscrip- racy
2- Verdun battle area near Chaume
Eggs, graded No. 1 net, F.
manded by the issues of the war. He wood. In
.43
O. B. Denver
crown prince sig
alry units are keeping In touch with proclamation. Krazil is the eighteenth tions.
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use more fish S. twins Eggs,
the spirit, capacity and vision
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the enemy and retarding his advance. enemy to enter the field against Gernally failed when he attempted an at
.34
u. u. Denver
Saturday's unofficial compilation by of American women in the war.
Ekkts.
case count. misc.
All indications now point to the suc- many. According to the newspapers, districts:
3tack.
i t. uu
..
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"I believe," he said, "that Just beless
commission.
cases,
of the Italian torpedo boat destroyers have orders lioston
cessful retirement
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$
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enough
cause we are quickened by the ques1,5110,000,00(1
armies behind the Tagliamento line, to proceed to llallia and take posses New York
advance through Italy's deDuller.
their
425,000,000
tions of this war we ought to be quick- fenses.rapid
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time enough has gone by and
things enough have been proved or
disproved to give certainty to the
word that Woodrow Wilson has found
Edward M. House an advisory asset.
There hardly can be much of real
mystery about a man who twice since
blm daily into the places where men this great war
began has been sent
throng. If one wants to know about abroad as a special commissioner foi
him through motives other than those the president of the United States. Col
of the idleness of curiosity he can see onel House hus been twice in Berlin,
him and talk with him, and the five times In Paris, and frequently In
chances are that he will be told every- other of the great European capitals.
thing concerning the subject of his In- Some duy It may be thut Woodrow
quiring curiosity that any man of Wilson will write what may be called
modest mien and Inclination naturally an autobiographical review of his adwould be willing to tell. Colonel House ministration. If he does It Is entirely
Is a genial man who seemingly never likely that the
part taken by Colonel
has sought to define for personal use House in the shaping of some of the
the meaning of either of the words, policies of the president may be given
coldness or austerity. He has a sense the page place which many men beof humor well developed, and a tem- lieve that It deserves.
peramental warmth.
No Mystery There.
Secret of Hie Power.
While living in New York Colonel
In Houston, Texas, In the year 1858,
Edward M. House was born. He was House resides in an apurtment not
educated at the Hopkins grammar very for uptown. It Is a homelike
school. New Huven, Conn., and at place where good books are found aud
Cornell university. He hus been active where good friends may come. It Is a
all his adult life In Democratic politics, genial place and no curtain of mystery
but never has been a candidate for of- hungs over the door of any one of its
rooms. Men go there and are welfice.
Add to these admittedly meager de- come. They go and they talk. Mau
tails one fact and unquestionably you learns as much from man as he learns
from books and more perhaps if wo
will have the secret of this man's power to attract other men to blm for the believe the ancient saying about the
purpose of consultation on really high proper study of mankind.
I asked Colonel House what his ret
public matters. From the day that be
was old enough to undertake serious reations are. He said, "Friends, readstudy, Edward M. House has been deep ing and walking." His library shelves
in the books of politics, economics and show the kind of books that he has
legislation. He has marshaled In his read, still Is reudlng and will continue
mind all the greater events which have to read, for those In the book cases
happened in these three words. More- are made the companions duy by day
over, he has the men, the things and of the others as they come from the
the motives connected with each case hands of writers worth while.
No man probably can read politics,
constantly In procession before him.
He is quick to trace a cause to an ef- legislation, economics and history confect, or to go the reverse route. He stantly without getting some of Dr.
So It Is
characteristics.
tins been a student of human nature
as it has shown Itself In many of the that Colonel House does not read the
great problems of human life. This four formldahles constantly. He turns
means that he has in him, or at any to fiction and here one finds something
rate men believe that he has In hlra, of possibly more than pusslng human
the qualifications which go to muke j Interest.
'
up a sound diplomat.
George Frlsble Hoar of Mussaci.a
Through successive administrations j efts was one of the scholars In politics
in Texas the governors of the state, It was sold of him that he had read
one after another, consulted Colonel everything from Aristophanes' "Frogs"

COLONEL HOUSE, WILSON'S
(FRIEND NOT A MYSTERY
Unofficial Counsellor of the President Is a Modest But Well
Posted Man.
STUDENT OF WORLD AFFAIRS
Now Gathering Data on Economic and
Other Problems Which Muct Be

8olved at the Peace Table Haa
Qualifications That Go to Make
a Sound Diplomat
AUTHOR'S

NOTE

Men have made

a

mystery of the life and the doings of Col.
Edward M. House, the friend and advlBer
of Woodrow Wilson. If there has been
mystery, It Is none of the Colonel's making. I venture the hope that whatever

may have seemed to be hidden Is disclosed In this article, the material for
which was obtained In the only way In
which such material can be obtained, by
direct personal contact. Inquiry and

study.

By EDWARD B. CLARK.
(Copyright, 1917. Western Newipaper Union.)
Washington. Who Is Col. Edward

Mandell Howie who Is to gather war
data for the United States government
for service on a future day of peace?
This Is a question that Is being asked
by a very large proportion of the people of the United States and In fact
of all the allied nations..
Colonel House does not wear the
record of his deeds on his sleeve. It
la probable that If this unofficial counsellor to the president of the United
States were to be elected to congress
the autobiography which he would pre
pare for the congressional directory
would read like this:
Edward Mandell House, Democrat of
Austin, Texas; born 1858; elected to
the
congress, November.
If you will,
In this brief,
way would this Texan be prompted to
an autobiography,
write
Justified
doubtless from the viewpoint of other
men In being extended Into many
chapters.
Who is Col. Edward Mandell House,
who, until the day when the final order
"Cease Firing" comes, Is to study In
behalf of the government of the United
States the economic, the geographic,
the democratic and the humanitarian
problems which the American counsellors at the peace table must seek to
solve after a manner which the peopl
of a great democracy can approve?
Consulted by President.
In the Washington dispatches something like this Is read several times a
.year: "Colonel House has been In the
hours as the guest
city for twenty-fou- r
of the president. He will leave for
New Tork tomorrow morning."
Beyond this the reader gets nothing
from the dispatches except the "Word
that the president and his visitor discussed Mexlcnn matters, or European
matters, or It may be, hut In this latter case rarely, political matters.
The public has known little more
about Colonel House than that he Is
a man frequently consulted by Wood-roWilson and a man In whose judgment on political, economic and legislative matters the president puts confidence. There Is a sort of a glamour
about men ond things which are mysterious. It would seem that because
of the attraction which mystery has
for the people, ns shown If you will
In their gluttonous rending of detective stories and the like, that writers
of the news of the day in part have
chosen to treat the goings and comings of the colonel .and his conferences
with men of affairs as If they were
a deliberate attempt to hedge them
In and hide them from public knowlCol. Edward M. House.
edge.
It is just as possible to get at the House on public matters. How deep to Locke's "Human Understanding"
truth In the case of Colonel House as an Impression he has made on Texas and from this latter book of "dismala-ties- "
to the lighter minded reader,
It is In the case of any other man legislative history never may be known
whose doings are of public Interest. It definitely, but there is enough salient down to everything heavy and
which was published to the
Is modesty not mystery which has been to make Texans know that they are
right In attributing to htm many of week of his death. Senator Hoar kept
the basic difficulty.
his mental condition balanced by turnColonel House will not tell you that their public welfare nets.
Though not accounted wealthy In ing not merely from the heavy to the
he Is a modest man, as I know from
of huge fortunes, Colonel light on occasion, but to the actual
personnl contact with him. To claim these days
of fiction. He read
Is quite well fixed financially featherweights
modesty for one's self Is to be Immod- House
est. He does go from his present abode and Is not engaged In business of any "Nick Carter."
Woodrow Wilson, It Is said, turns
kind.
In New Tork city to Washington occaHas Studied Hard.
away from the studies of states, past
sionally or frequently as the requests
I have talked to Colonel House and and present and in prospective to the
may come, to give what he can of "the
counsel of his views" to the president have learned things which make me reading of what the English call penny
of the United States. Why should he feel that I shall not go wrong when I dreadfuls, and what the Americans In
any more than any other man send a try to put an Interpretation upon some the old days called yellow backs. It
trumpeting herald ahead or a band of of his methods of doing things. He is Is said that the spenker of the bouse
free enough to say that he has studied of representatives, Champ Clark, stops
cymbal dashers?
He goes to the White House, stays hard at economic, political and legis- frequently his mentul digging into all
his while and leaves, and because no lative subjects. He probably even kinds of history to take up for relief
great noises fill the streets at ap- would be willing to admit that he purposes books of the kind which
thinks the results of these studies con- make a boy happy.
proach or departure, excluslveness,
Reads Good Fiction.
and secrecy have been the tinued and their results retained, have
In the library of Colonel House
order of the day's words concerning enabled him to be of some service
when men were seeking Information there Is plenty of good fiction. He
each visit.
Gives No Word of Work.
concerning events in the past which does not turn to Nick Carter, nor to
It perhaps Is not too much to say have relation to events In the present "The Hidden Hand" of Mrs. E. D. E.
N. Southworth, nor yet to "Owl Face,
that If the full record of the results or events expected in the future.
of the conferences which House of
Therefore, there is here a man who The Pawnee" of Beadle dime novel
Texas has had with Wilson of the has held what he has studied, who fame, but he manages to keep the menUnited States Is to be read It must be has collated and correlated the hap- tal balance even by an evening lamp
sought In some of the accomplished penings of history, who has drawn hour or two with the writers of ficdeeds of the present administration.
lessons from them, who takes an in- tion who can lay claim to what the
That Woodrow Wilson has been moved terest as deep In the living present as book reviewers call literary merit
to certain courses or strengthened In he does In the dead past, and who men
Today Colonel House Is entering u(r
his purpose to pursue them, by the believe Is able to make his knowledge on the work .of preparing material
counsel of Edward M. House Is not to serviceable, for old as it Is let us say which one day, perhaps far In the fu
be doubted. The Impossible task would It, history repeats Itself.''
ture, will be serviceable to the Ameribe to a)ft from the latter a definite
Woodrow Wilson did not meet his can commissioners at the great peace
word concerning the public work In friend Colonel House until the days conference. Another has written this
which his counsel has played a part.
when he was holding office as gover- concerning the choice by the president
Those who have built up a wall of nor of New Jersey. It Is said by of Colonel House for this work: "He
mystery about the man who Is study- friends of Mr. Wilson that almost In- Is peculiarly qualified for it by his diping matters against the day of peace stantly he came to understand why lomatic experience of recent years, by
apparently have not wished to pull the Texan had been of service along his study of political problems which
down their handiwork. The wall can constructive lines to some of the gov- the war has raised and by his integrity
be demolished by anyone who tries to ernors of the state in which he has of mind and character."
lived most of his life. For six or seven
'Sherlock, will you take on the
get at the foundation of the fiction.
Edward M. House Uvea as open a years Mr. House has been the conf- House Mystery Case?"
Mystery t my dear Watson, there
life aa that of any American whose idant and the counsellor of the presiprofession or business does not call dent of the United States, and seem- Isn't any."
.
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whlpplng In the ocean gates, the flag
is still in a good state of preservation.
field has faded Into drab, Its
Ancient Banner of Sea Hero Carried Its blue
white stripes and stars are tinged with
on Frigate Ranger, Raised at
cream of age and its red is dingy with
Centerville, Md.
years.
Mr. Anthony received the flag from
CenWrville, Md. The flag carried
his
grandfather, who served under
continentof
the
the
frigate ranger
by
al navy, under command of John Paul John Paul Jones on the Ranger.
Jones, recently was hoisted on the
To Sell Greek King's Stables.
flagstaff of the Observer. This cherAthens. One of the signs that
ished banner Is owned by William Andemocracy has taken the place of roythony of Queen stown.
Tattered and torn at It end front alty Is the public notice that the king's
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JOHN PAUL JONES FLAG

the hands ot the town authorities.
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LEST WE FORGET!
Why America Is at War After
Matins Every Effort to Keep
Out of Europe's Death Grip

unernpnuHized, flat statements of witnesses In the case against Germany.
So we have seen how the Germans

conducted themselves In Belgium and

bow they treated one British officer,
which Is by no means an Isolated case.
For this not to me, but In Colonel

Yandeleur'a statement to the British
war office he tells of a car ahead of
his where, the men being threatened
with suffocation, they hammered so
madly on the walls of the car that at
lust a carpenter was brought, wto cut
By MARY ROBERTS RINEHART
a small round bole for air.
Author of TU Circular SuircaM." The Mas in Lower Ten." "K," etc
VIOLATED HAGUE CONVENTION.
Let us see for a moment what the
truth?"
had a right to expect from
UST why are we in this wart permission, although he would probBelgians
"It Is quite true. It is a barbarous the
army, considering
Invading
For democracy? For the ably give It When the Interview was and Inhuman
system of protecting the
not neutral but enemy territory,
suke of Belgium? For the written for publication we were still German advance.
When the Belgian
Germany had subscribed to The
ancient law among nations a neutral people. He respected our Soldiers fired on the
enemy they killed Hague convention, that gentleman's
that the word of a people neutrality, although he was hopeful Ihelr own
and again
people.
Again
is its oath? Perhaps for all that some duy he could lay the case innocent civilians of both sexes were agreement between nations which was
since wars seemed Ineviof them. Perhaps, too, because we of Belgium before the world. It Is sacrificed to
protect the Invading army designed,
to make for fairness and decould not keep out. We tried. What enough to say thut he confirmed the during attacks. A terrible
I" table,
slaughter
ever may huve been our record in the atrocities out of his Intimate knowlThere was much more to the Inter cency. By Article 46 of that convenpast, it can never be wild of us thut edge, and that not the loss of a king- view, but this part Is the part that tion Belgium, as enemy territory, has
this claim :
we brought this war on ourselves or dom but the Inhuman methods of the concerns us now.
that we fulled to use every honorable Invaders was the thing that had struck
There Is no surmise fa the king's ual"Family honor and rights, Individlife, and private property, es well
method to keep out of the death grip to his very heart Here Is that inter- stntement.
It Is quiet, dignified, as
of Europe. If we were long in coming view, brought now to the attention of restrained as
religious convictions and worship,
a Bare recital of as
possible,
must be respected.
to our decision, It was because we re the American people, lest we forget, In fnct. On the
right of Germany to in
"Private property may not be conmained Incredulous. We were asked the tangle of international law and the vade Belgium there may be differing
to believe something that was hard to outcry of Germany thut we are fightOn the right of any army fiscated."
opinions.
Article 28 :
believe.
ing the allies' war, the real cause of pretending to civilization to so protect
"The giving over to pillage of
So we waited and hoped and stressed out entrance Into the world conflict.
Its advance there can be but one ver
town or pluce, even when tuken by
To the American people today this dict
every point of International law to the
breaking point because of this thing Is a war not merely of democracy
The king of the Belgians had assault, Is forbidden.
"In sieges and bombardments all
we would not believe. We were a against military autocracy, not mere- spoken as a ruler and a soldier. He
clean and humane people. We.con un- ly of the breaking of treaties, not at had himself fought with his army necessnry steps must be taken to
as fur as possible, buildings dedderstand Individual cruelty. We have all of diplomatic Juggling and disputed those terrible
engagements spare,
had sad experiences of the hysteria of points of luw.
which could have but one end. He icated to public worship, art, science,
It Is a war agutnst brutulity and himself had seen this thing, bo shock or charitable purposes, historic monucrowds. But we cannot understand,
and today we hardly credit, the cruelty Inhumanity; a war against cruelty; a ing that It Is small wonder that ments, hospitals, and places where
war aguinst ruthlessness and barbar- America beard It with Incredulous the sick and wounded are collected,
of a government.
provided they are not being used at
We have ourselves constructed a ism and Incredible savugery; a wnr ears.
government that Is dignified, Just, slow against the German conviction that
A king's statement and a man's. the time for military purposes."
That Is what Belgium bad a right
might Is right.
to wrath, and humane.
How about a woman who herself had
But for three years a conviction has KING ALBERT'S CHARGES.
been among the last to leave Brussels, to expect. What she has had, in wanton destruction of historical monuThe first time King Albert of Bel and before whom. In the
been growing among us that one of the
Intimacy of
nations In the world wnr is none of glum gave to the world at large his that small villa at La Tanne, came ments, we know. That Is what France,
these things not dignified, not Just, statement as to the conduct of the soldiers and refugee nobles with their too, hnd a right to expect, and what
not humane. Had Germany's cruelties German army In Belgium was on that stories of murder and debauch by the she got, that also we know.
But The Hague convention did more
ceased with Belgium, she might In time Jununry afternoon In 1015 when, In his invaders?
have made her case before the world. own villa nt La I'anne, he gave me
I have never before broken the si than order the protection of cities end
For three years In that wretched coun- the following Interview. Later he
lence of my Interview with Elizabeth, noncombatants: It ordered such hu
It curefully.
of the Belgians, that small, manity as was possible toward the optry she has been covering her tracks.
Lnter on, when his equerry brought queen
But Germany hns bungled. She has
frail and heroic woman who has lived posing army; It forbade the use of
disclaimed frlghtfulness In Belgium me the Interview, ofTScIiilly approved, for three years under the roar of the poison or poisoned weapons, the say.
he said, "This will muke history,
at Dlxmude and NIeuport. Ing that no quarter would be given,
only to bring it home to the world at
so sure whs he thut the artillery
But the time has come to break that the killing of men who had surrenlarge. She has Introduced Into war- mndume,"
fare such cruelties of killing, such In king's statement would curry with It silence. Not all can be told, but be- dered, the use of arms, material or
human methods, such destruction, such not only conviction but the outraged cause on Infamous report has been projectiles calculated to cause unnec;
of the American people.
brondeast that Elizabeth of essnry suffering; It forbade the attack
contempt of the Inws of war as have sympathy
"Fearful things have been done, par spread
means whatset the world pule with horror. She
Belgium
sympathizes with Germany, I or bombardment by any
has added hate to the vocabulary of ticularly during the Invasion," the shall tell some of the things she said. ever of undefended towns, villages,
king said, weighing his words care- QUEEN TELLS OF HORRORS.
dwellings or buildings.
war, ond hatred Ifl a contagion.
It would be unfulr to
On every one of these counts Ger
Yes, persistently and In the face of fully, "although
notes
of
I
from
quote
my
Again
many must plead guilty. Every violathe evidence, she has disclaimed the
that Interview :
tion of them Is one reason why we are
atrocities In Belgium. She has been
"It Is the women ond children!" at
war.
must
Is
to
shoulder
the
There
she
terrible.
said.
of
"It
willing
sinking
women and children In unarmed ships.
be killing. That Is war. But not WHY WE ARE AT WAR.
We are at war today not because
bhe Is proud of the Invention of poison
this other thing."
She could not understand American the crown prince of Austria was killed
gases and of liquid fire. She believes
because the German
thnt the shelling of unfortified cllles
skepticism on this point. She had In Serbia but
and the use of the submarine against
but Just returned from England, army protected Its advance with nonchildren.
women
and
combntants
men,
nuns
In29
on
convent
one
in
bouts
her
where
will,
Belgian
helpless fishing
We are at wnr toduy not because
were enceinte by German soldiers. She
itiative, be accepted by the next Hague
German submarines sunk battleships
them.
convention as ethical and legal.
hnd visited
That to her was the most terrible but because they have sunk and are
But she continues to disclaim the
little
atrocities In Belgium. Why should she
thing of wnr. That these quiet women, sinking peaceful vessels, were fishing
labor
fishermen
not? The thousands who died In proliving their devout and simple lives, boats, when the scant
livelihood, and
should have suffered so grossly bewil ing to get a
tecting the advance of her army, the
dered and dnzed her. Was there noth greut unurmed passenger ships carother thousands who were shot with- nut inquiry against the brick walls of
ing, then, sncred to these Invaders, not rying noncombntnnts men, women,
und children.
even the church?
captured towns, those men who were
We are at war because of those citi
I nm n Bavarian," she snld. "I
bayoneted while trying to protect (heir
have always from my childhood heard zens of conquered Belgium who died
women from the assaults of drunken
this talk that Germany must grow, protecting their women.
soldiers, the little children whose bod
We are at war because of thut Germust get to the sen. I thought It was
ies Iny unburled by the roadside nono
Just talk n pleasantry. And the lies man order of August 24, 1014, for
)f them will ever toll the story.
they have told about us I The em frlghtfulness.
ATROCITIES ON RECORD.
We are at war against the convichns always pretended to be so
peror
In
The atrocities
Belgium are true,
and all the time "
tion, In Germnn minds, thnt might Is
friendly,
rhey are mutters of record. German
She held out her hands expressively. right, that the end Justifies any meuns,
soldiers themselves have set down the
"Anyone who knows the king knows no mutter how brutal.
jctnlls In the diaries their government
thnt he cannot do a wrong thing. It
We are a clean and a humane people.
gave them. I huve rend some of those
Is not possible for him. He cannot go Wo would not believe these things nt
Not all German soldiers
linrles.
any way but straight."
first. A million and a half Belgians
turned Into beasts In Belgium. There
Then she recurred to the Invasion fled to England with the story. We
are some who record thut the horrors
Gerand the terrible cruelties of the
were still Incredulous. Noncombatants
sickened them. It Is not true thut the
mnn army.
Mary Roberts Rinehart
were sunk at sea. We still felt there
German government ordered assaults
she said, must be some Justification. New and
"They were terrible,"
on women. But It did order looting condemn the whole German army,
to
what they have done
ever new cruelties of death came from
and arson and wholesale murder.
Some regiments have been most hu "especially
women and children. But more than the German trenches, and we have
The result of thut order for looting mane, but others behaved very badly.
men in the world the Germans are said : "This is modern war."
was a mob of drunken men. whose vic- Have you seen the government re any
cruel to women. I have seen them myBut the score is mounting higher
tims today fill great graves.
port?"
self when they did not know why I day by day. The politics of this war
I said I had not seen it, though I Wns on trains
This is a terrible accusation to bring
sometimes not sljce are
lost In Its inhumanities, fathered
against a people. Yet I know the had heard that a careful Investigation the war. of course. But the very way
by German skill. It was not enough
odious."
is
women
thing of which I speak. During the hnd been mnde.
nt
stare
they
that men should die. They must die
"The government was very caufirst year of the war I went to thnt
She thought that this attitude of
tious," his majesty said. "The Inves- the Germnns explained mnny things. horribly.
portion of Belgium which remained
We
We have never understood.
There I saw men, officers tigation was absolutely impartial and Ajiid she told me in detail revolting
been a people of ideals, confronthigh In the Belgian army, who had as accurate as it could be made. stories of the profanation of churches havea
nation of crass materialists. It
themselves seen that infumous advance Doubts were cast on all statements
under the pretext, totally unfounded, ingtime for us to understand. But it Is
protected by their own people old even those of the most dependable wit that the Belgian churches were store- Is
not
and never will be time, for
uen, women carrying children, small nesses until they could be verified."
houses for arms. She told me, too, of the time,
American people to stoop to the
to
"They were verified?"
shown
bail
girls, sturdy boys, with death behind
the especial cruelty they methods of an enemy which would
"Yes ; agnln and again."
and death ahead.
priests and nuns ; of locking- the priests again today, If the necessity arose,
It was Impossible not to believe. The
the
"By the victims themselves?"
In churches and, after Insulting
protect Its advance by the helpless
"Not always. The victims of ex- altar, of killing them.
accumulation of evidence was too
forms of old men, of women and of
great The German army hud come treme cruelty do not live to tell of It,
what
I said It was difficult to say
children.
Into Belgium prepared for opposition. but German soldiers themselves hove
any army would be In an occupied
They brought fire confetti, which they told the story. We have had here at country. But she protested.
It Is well for us to pause for a moflung Into the houses while they were La Panne many thousands of Journnls OWN DIARIES CONVICT.
ment to look back on these things.
Geror
dead
from
one
Germnn
tuken
More
than
imprisoned
occupied.
"Do you think the Bo'ginns would We were
at first but time
diary tells of the shooting of the In- mans furnishing elaborate details of hove done such things? Never. Never. has shownskeptical
their truth, for they are
habitants as they tried to escape. most atrocious acts. The government
be possible. of a piece with the things that have
Drunken German soldiers firing their Is keeping these Journals. They fur- Isolated Instnnces might,
the Germans have committed happened since. They belong with
But
of
most
details
elaborate
nish
the
to
ones
believe
sober
the
led
guns
thousands of crimes. I have sat In the Lusitania and the little fishing
civil population was rising, although testimony of what happened In
this
very room while the diaries of boats. With the attacks on London.
a
over
was
It
when
no
was
had
known
by
swept
It
weapons,
they
soldiers were tend. Even if With liquid fire.
German
of
course,
were
brutal
That
was,
50
or
more
citizens
and
army.
leading
no other means of knowwe
had
We are a people of homes. Politics
had
are
such
were
the
Women
shot without a henrlng.
things
Invasion;
during
would have told us means little to us; the quarrels of
diaries
those
ing,
we
so
as
not
far
attacked in public places.
happening now,
everything. They relate unspeakable Europe nothing. But here is an enemy
But even here there was a chance know."
which has murched over the homes
He was trying hard to be fair. We crimes."
She could say and
for Germany.
We cannot Impeach that testimony. of a nntion and wantonly destroyed
she has said she did not order these were still neutraL I was to publish
But we can add to It At British head- them. Here is an enemy that took
things, although she did order the the Interview in a neutral country.
quarters later on an officer high on the the women and children out of these
shooting of hostages without Inquiry, He did not wish to involve us, to staff
of Lord French told me of follow homes and with thnt pitiful advance
and she did order the looting which rouse us. He had sent a delegation
the battle
"Agnln and
resulted In drunkenness and its thou to ns to tell us the truth, but we had ing the German retreat at with his guard, drove ahead.
again innocent civilians of both sexes
not realized then what was happening, of the Marne and verifying
sand resulting brutal crimes.
own eyes, for his own satisfaction, the were sacrificed to protect the Invading
and we bad not heard their story.
CONVICTED ON ONE COUNT.
invaders in occupied army.
Slowly and gravely he went on. ne brutalities of the
But on one count Germany must
towns.
It la for the home we are fighting
face the world, must be tried and sen- sat very still, looking ahead, weighing
"It Is hard for us to understand," he today. Democracy will live, because
tenced, with no possibility of acquit- every word.
"Thousands of civilians have been said. "I was Incredulous myself. But the principle of a free people will
tal. She protected her advance with
killed without reason. The execution I saw enough to convince me that the never die. Liberty will survive, so
noncombatants.
I heard was true."
long as the soul is greater than the
I have before me on my desk the of noncombatants Is not war, and no worst
I have been careful to give only body. But the world will go on and
original copy of an Interview with excuse can be made for It Such such
testimony as reached me direct progress only when we have placed
Albert king of the Belgians, during deeds cannot be called war."
The king and queen of the Belgians on the lintel of each door In every
the first winter of the war. Much that HID BEHIND WOMEN.
land the sign, In blood if It must be.
"But If the townspeople fired on the each told of these German Inhumanwas said during that Interview has
ities to me, myself. I wrote them down that the covenant of the weak and the
never been published and will not be Germans?" I asked.
"All weapons had been deposited in at the time. They are unexagge rated, unprotected must be kept
published now. I have not the king's

War Effect on Language.
"The nresent war has so adulterat- mA nur innnw with fttranee words that
It would be Impossible for one of our
to know what his
posterity have been doing were he to
read their exploits In a modern newspaper."
So wrote Joseph Addison In his day.
Bible study Is the most popular of In the same paper be "'presents" his
the many activities of the Missionary readers with a copy of a letter "which
club for Boys at Sfax, Tunis, com- was written from a young gentleman
to his father, a man of
posed of street waifs among the Mo- - In the army
good estate and plain sense.
hammedan population.
stables will be sold at a'Xlon. The
stables are In the very heart of Athens,
occupying a whole block on the two
main streets. Now that Premier Venl-celdemocratic adhas restored
ministration one of the first moves has
been to dispose of this royal eyesore
In the center of the city.

It

la unlikely that nny organized attack
by civilians could have been made.
However, If In Individual cases shots
were fired ut the German soldiers, this
may always be condoned In a country
suffering Invasion. During an occupu
tlon it would be different, naturally.
No excuse can be offered for such an
action in occupied territory.
"Various Belgian officers have told
me of seeing crowds of men, women
and children driven ahead of the Ger
man army to protect the troops. This
is so Incredible that I must ask
whether it has any foundation of
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1801 the boys sang, and John
Brown's
body was triumphantly
transmuted Into the Battle Hymn of
the Republic. Mechanical music flourishes, but the tune Is dead. Artists do
the singing and the playing now.
Passed away has the old singing
school In the district schoolhouse, the
country choral societies that did not
hesitate to tackle the Creation, the
rustic choir leader who twanged his
Have We Forgotten ta SingT
There appears to be a lack of popu- toning fork to start an air. The Gerlar music In the campaign to fill the man hosts sang as one vast host as
American armies of the great war. the flood rolled Into France, and the

"The letter," he goes on to say,
"was very modishly chequered with
this modern military eloquence."
This letter would present no diffof toiculty to the
day, says the Manchester Guardian,
but the father of the young gentleman
found that Jt "contained great news,
but could not guess what It was."

In

soldiers of France still sing on the
march. But in America the choir
leaders who used to split their throats
trying to carry Coronation, Old Hundred, Corinth, China and Mear have
gone beyond the sunset and left no
successors.
The Difference.
"And what's your Idea as to
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10,000 If I give satisfac"Why
tion, and, say, $8,000 if I don't"
Browning's Magazine.
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THE OTHER FELLOW SAYS

COLORS, NEW MEXICAN
WANTS TO SERVE

The people on Canal street this
morning had considerable fun with a
black mnlcy heifer which refused to
be led to slaughter, and broke from
four herders and made herself promiscuous for awhile, lying down and
refusing to get up and be led again.
The animal cot on its feet at different times and made pedestrians hunt
their holes by making a dash for
them with lowered head, but was
finally induced to be led away and
be Rood. Carb.bad Argus.

HERE IS AN APPEAL FROM
TRAINING CAMP) ANOTHER
COMES FROM TRENCHES

THE ANSWER

"Let the reptile press and the hyphenated seditionists have their say
the saying is good. The first headline that tells of American casuFrom the Plattsbttrg
Training while
abroad will put a muzzle on them so tight that, please Cod, it
Camp there comes to The Tribune alties
won't be pried off in a thousand years." Boston Transcript.
this message:
Loan
"The Battlesight Liberty
Across the top they start some day,
Committee of the Officers' Training
of
instead
raised
$1,750,000,
camp
On through the red harrage at hand;
the sum it had originally
$547,IXX),
And some must linger by the way
undertaken to raise. Impetus was
To know the Sleep of No Man's Land.
giivrn by the belief that these subscriptions of the soldiers would inresAnd some will know the gentler sleep
spire the civilian population to
pond without stint to the nation's
That waits beyond the night of tears;
need. Many grave sacrifices were
And some will dream where crosses keep
made to (jive the utmost possible."
Fram an officer with our Expedi
Their picket duty through the years.
tionary Army in France there conies
t,is wor( to T)e Tribune
And when the word first conies across
Appeal From The Trenches
To tell the story of our dead,
"hor God s sake keep up your work
When broken homes must face their loss
I his
with the American people!
And blood-shwar is not won yet, neither is its
eyes are seeing red
winning a foregone conclusion or any
God pity traitors in that hour,
reasonable
certainty. The United
States can bring the decision if it
Of coward tongue and yellow creed,
will act with a vh?br and determinaWho soon shall know the crushing power
tion and resourcefulness of which its
Of heels that seek each skulking breed.
people are individually capable, but
there is not an hour to be lost,' and
indecision or muddling may be fatal."
Grantland Rice in IJ1 Paso Times.
To these two appeals the one hv
to the front,
pff'r'"B tomango already
within
""- - oiuer uy
id of
German guns The
Tribune cannot hope to add They
ripieseiu me 1111,11 i)i.ui n im',.t
who are preparing 10 mane uic uitiiii- Mian we. who siay
ate saennre.
behind, fail? New York Tribune.

No state hat been without men
who preferred to do their fighting
New Mexico had. and
by proxy.
hat. residents whose claims to exF HA NIC STATU N
Manner
emption were far from valid, but
New Mexico's proportion of such
residents was not heavy. And, on
F.ntereil a srermd-clas- s
matter at the post office
the other hand, New Mexico has a
at ;mta I'e, Now Mexico, under the Act of
vast number of citizens who would
March .1, 1879.
like nothing better than an opportunity to go into the trenches in
The government has come to the
S r.
Fruncep or any other country where
State KViurd $1.50 er year
j tit. u t;
that a man who behaves
the fortunes of war place the trench- - conclusion
lihe an Industrial Worker of the
is
World
jn.t as bad as a member
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 2, 1917
Such a citizen, a
of that organization, and it is Hint- who lives in Rio Arriba county, has eil around that (here are some peo-- 1
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: :
:
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shares of Treasury stock at cents per share the
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Buy stock in a proposition here at home, help home industries
to do so shows progressivness it w ill also bring in out side capital
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for copper. We can guarantee
per cent on the money invested
this not saying that the above a mount all that will be paid, for
additional amount will be paid as a bonus.
Engineers report and samples of ore from property can be seen
at the office west side of Plaze or Joseph Hayward, Capital City
Bank Building or address.
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LAHOMA COPPER CO.
Incorporated.
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"I cannot take these things as light

Tlie HILLMAN

A Story About an

periment With Life

By E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM
CHAPTER

XIX

when be pul on this play of Gruillot's.
Iraillot
hasn't u penny, you know,
and poor Miles was almost broke after

Continued.

Ex-

"that these French actresses get at

ly as I used to," she answered a little
sadly. "Something has come over me
lately I don't know what It Is but
I seem to have lost my taste for flir
tations. John, don't look up, dont

turn round! I have been afraid of
the prince all the evening. When you
came in, I fancied that you had been
drinking. When the prince asked me
something about you, an hour or so
ago, I knew that he had. I saw him
like it once before, about a year ago,
Don't tnke any notice of him I Don't
talk to him, If you can at all help It I
Toward their table the prince, was
slowly muklng his way, skilfully avoid
ing the dancers, yet looking neither
to the right nor to the left. His eyes
were fustened upon John. If he had
heen drinking, as Sophy suggested,
there were few signs of It. His walk
was steady; his bearing, as usual, deliberate and distinguished.
He came to a standstill beside them.
Sophy's fingers clutched at the tablecloth. The prince looked from one to
the other.
"You hove robbed me of a guest,
Mr. Strangewey," he remarked ; "but I
It Is very seldom
bear you no
thut one sees you In these haunts of
dissipation."
"It Is a gala night with me," John
replied, his tone raised no more than
usual, but shaking with some new
quality. "Drink a glass of wine with
me, prince," he invited, taking the
and filling a
bottle from the
tumbler upon the table. "Wish me
luck, won't you? I am engaged to
be married I"
"I wish you happiness with all my
heart," the prince answered, holding
his glass up. "May I not know the
name of the lady?"
"No doubt you are prepared for the
news," John told him. "Miss Muurel
has promised to become my wife."
The prince's hand was .as steady as
a rock. He raised his glass to his Hps.
"I drink to you both with the greatest of pleasure," he said, looking John
full in the face. "It Is a most remarkable coincidence. Tonight is the anniversary of the night when Louise
Maurel pledged herself to me."
John's frame seemed for a moment
to dilute, and fire flashed from his

Sophy, struck by something In his
us a little more completely even than voice, swung around and looked at
Thi' reception In hnnor of tin- little
Louise Maurel. Do you know the reu- hlin. Then she thrust both her arms
son? I'll tell you. It Is because they through his, clasped her two hands
company of French tragedians, tit three failures."
which a in. .st tin- whole of the Kngllsli
"That was Just an investment," live the life. They have a dozen new together, and led him firmly awuy. A
Stage mill a sprinkling of society peo- John remarked Irritably. "He will get emotions In a season. They make a glimmering of the truth was begincult of feeling. They use their brains ning to dawn upon her.
ple were present, was H complete suc- his money back again."
cess. Louise made n charming host"Of course," Sophy agreed. "I think to dissect their passions.
They cut
"Tell me where you have been since
ess, (mil Sir Kdwurd more than ever the prince generally manages to get their own life Into small pieces ond you left the reception," she Insisted,
conceal
the
us
his
for
the result without
Justified
value for what lie does in life."
when at lust they were seated to
reputation
saying
give
"Von
don't think Louise ever ment. Thut Is where they score, If gether.
right thing to the right person at the
crowd-eil
who
rooms
were
moment.
Mme.
The
Lntrobe,
right
thought of caring for him, do you?" anywhere. This
"Walt till I have ordered some
with thrones of distinguished peo- John persisted.
opens over here tomorrow night, is in wine," he sold.
to
to
who
Jeun
all seemed
have plenty
ple,
A waiter served them with cham
Sophy paused until she bad lit n love nt the present moment with
say to one another.
cigarette. The expression in her fuce, Tourbet. She hud an offulr with thut pagne. When John's glass was filled,
so
The only person, perliaps, who when she looked up at John, Irritated ItHllan poet In the summer,
they be drained Its contents,
Sophy
found himself curiously 111 at ease was hlin vaguely. It wus us If she were tell me. She wus certainly In Madrid watched him with
surprise. She came
John. lie heard nothing hut French talking to a child.
In October with Brctoldl, the sculp' a little closer to
him,
on all sides of hlin u language which
"I think," she said, "you had better tor. These men are all great artists.
she whispered, "you must
he read with some facility, hut which tisk Louise that question yourself, Think what she must huve leurned tell"John,"
me do you hear? You must tell
Now
he spoke like a schoolhoy.
He had don't you?"
from associating with them!
me everything!
Did you take Louise
been wandering about for more than
Louise Mnurel, so fur as we know, home?"
un hour before Lnulsfl discovered him.
the
one
never
hns
had
but
affair,
prince
He usked It un hour or so Inter,
"Yes."
to him
Shn at once left her place ami crossed when at last the
party of guests had of Seyre, and has been faithful
"Whut happened, then? You didn't
the room to where he was standing by taken their leave, and, somewhat to all the time."
quarrel with her?"
the wall.
heard
had
out
John
was
at
It
last
the
surprise of the one or
"Nothing at all happened," he as
"Cheer up!" she begged, with a de- two friends who lingered, Louise hud It spoken in plain words. The blnck sured
her. "We parted the best of
hud
lain
am
hand
"I
his
demon
which
afraid
that
smile.
you beckoned to John to tnke her out to
upon
lightful
friends. It wasn't that."
ore being bored to death. Will you her cur. Her linud hud sought his nt so hcuvlly, wus ullve now, without a
"Then what? Remember that I am
him
not come and be presented to our once, her head rested u little
weurily doubt, Jeering at him, mocking at
your friend, John, dear. Tell me evsober
In
the
ullve
nnd
guests?"
but very contentedly upon Ills shoulmun erything."
words of the elderly,
"For goodness' sake, no !" John im- der.
"I will tell you," he assented.
"I
of
seen
never
one
"I
have
plored.
"Louise, dear," he begun, "I asked who lounged upon the tuble.
them act, and my Trench Is appalling. Sophy a question tonight which I
For a moment or two John was went to a little club I belong to on
the Adelphl Terrace. I sat down In
I am all right, dear. It's quite enough
ought to have asked you. Quite prop- stunned. A wild Impulse nssalled him the smoking room. There was no one
to leap up nnd confront them nil, to
pleasure to see you looking so lieauli-ful- , erly, she told me so."
there I knew. Some men were talk
anil to think that I am going to he
"Nice little soul, Sophy!" Louise choke the lie back down the throat
allowed to drive you home afterward." murmured. "What was It, John?"
of the man who had uttered It. Every ing. They had been to the reception
They were comparing French
Louise looked into a neighboring
or twice I have wondered," nerve In his body was tingling with tonight.
actresses and English. They spoke
mirror, and gazed critically at her he went on, "whether you huve ever the desire for uction. The stupor of first of the French
womun, Latrobe,
own reflected image. She had a curi- cared In any sort of way, or come his senses nlone kept hitn motionless,
ous feeling that ut lhat precise mo- near to caring, for the prince of and a strange. Incomprehensible clar- and her lovers; then of Louise. They eyes.
like men discuss
ment she had reached the zenith of Seyre?"
ity of thought. He realized exactly spoke quite calmly,
"Will you be good enough to explain
her power and her charm. Iler audiFor a moment she made no move- how things were. This mun hud not ing history. They compared the two those words?" he demanded.
lives,
their
actresses,
they compared
ence at the theater had been wonder- ment. Then she turned her head and spoken Idly, or as a scandalmonger.
The prince bowed. He glanced to
Lutrobe, they said, hud lovers by the
fully sympathetic, had responded with looked nt hlin. The sleepy content He had spoken what he hud accepted score Louise
wurd Sophy.
only one."
rare appreciation to every turn of her bad gone from her eyes.
ns a fuct, what other people believed.
'Since you Insist !" he replied. "To
Sophy's hund stole Into his. She
volet', to every movement anil gesture.
John rose to his feet and made his wus
"Why tin you ask?"
of his fea- night, then, let me tell you, Is the an
The compliments, ton, which she had
"Isn't It quite a natural question way toward the door. His fuce showed tures.watching the twisting
She understood so well the ex niversary of the night when Louise
been receiving from the crowds who from a jealous man who believes that little sign of tllsturbnnce.
He even
Maurel consented to become my "
had bent over her lingers that night everyone who sees you must be in nodded to some men whom he knew citement underneath.
Whnt followed cume like a thunder
I think I can guess," she whis
hud been no idle words.
love with you? You have seen u great slightly. As he passed down the stairs,
The prince reeled back, his hand
"Don't
clap.
hurt
pered.
telling
yourself
more
deal of the prince, haven't you, in the he met Graillot. Then once
his
She was conscious, acutely
to his mouth, blood dropping upon the
me.
was
said
about
the
Something
creHe
last few years? He understands your
of the atmosphere she had
became in danger.
tablecloth from his Hps, where John
!"
ated around her. She was glorying art. There are many things that you seized the Frenchman savagely by the prince
had struck him. He mode a sudden
His eyes blazed down upon her.
In the subtle outward signs of It. She and lie have In common."
arm.
"Does spring nt his assailant. Sophy, shriek
"You, too?" he muttered.
was In love with herself; in love, too,
Louise was looking out of the win"('tune this way," he said, lending
leaped to her feet. Everyone
"Come In the whole world know of It nnd spenk ing, In
with this delightful new feeling of dow at the thin stream of people still hlin toward the
the place seemed paralyzed
ns if It did not matter? Sophy, is it else
here ! I want to speak to you."
loving. It would have given her more
with wonder.
Joy than anything else in the world.
He locked the door u most unh- true? Speak out! Don't be afraid of
John seized the prince by the throat,
me. You cull yourself my
In that moment
of her triumph, to
eard-of
and irregular
proceeding. hurting
nnd held him for a moment at arm's
have passed her arm through John's,
Cralllot felt the coming of the storm, friend. I've been down, looking at
Then he lifted him off his feet
to have led li in up to them all. and to
"Well !" he exclaimed grimly. "Trou- the outside of her house. I dured not length.
us one might lift a child from the
have said :
ble already, eh? I see it In your face, go In. There's a fire burning in my
floor. Holding his helpless victim In
soul ! Tell me If It is true !"
"After all. you see, I am a very simyoung man. Out with it !"
"You must not iisk me that ques a merciless grip, he curried him across
ple sort of worn. .n. I have done Just
"I was sitting In the smoking room
John," she begged. "How should the room and deliberately flung hlin
the sort of simple thing that other
there, u few moments ugo," he began, tion,
I
know?
women rln, and I am glad of It - very
Besides, these things are so over the table toward his empty chnlr.
door.
jerking his heiul towurd the
Sophy held John by the arm, clutch
In
our world, the world you
different
Kind and very happy !"
men
"There were some
talking de
ing It hysterically, striving to drug
out
found
haven't
much
about
Her lips moved to the music of her
yet.
senntlal-moncent fellows, not dirty
him nwny. But to John the room wus
'
Supposing It were true, John," she
thoughts. .Toll ri leaned toward her.
gers. They spoke of Louise Muurel." went
empty. He stood there, a giant, mo
bewas
"remember
that
It
on,
"I 'id you say anything?" Ic asked.
(Iraillot nodded gravely. He knew
tionless figure, his muscles still tnut,
It
fore
knew
her.
you
"Von dear stupid, of course I did
Supposing
very well what was coming.
should be true, remember this your his fuce tense, ills eyes nflnme, glarnot
if I did. it was Just in
John felt his throat suddenly dry.
too
of
life
Is one creed ing down at the prostrate figure of
idea
is
ubsurd.
which
to
oneself
those little whispers
The words he would huve spoken
the man on whom he had wreaked the
fit
to
made
human
so
count
which
mean nothing, yet
for
beings who- may accumulated
choked lit. He banged Ills fist upon
fury of these last duys
In
A
million
a
differ
I
different
to
make
wuys?
much, fan not do anything
the table by the side of which they woman
weeks of madness.
and
us
lie
ever
as
goorl
any
shall have
run enjoy yourself more?
limy
were standing.
born Into the world, and
take Just
We
to go back to my guests now.
here, (Iraillot," ho cried, al- a little love Into her yet if she be
"Look,
CHAPTER XXI.
life,
jre expecting a royal personage, and
most piteously, "you know It is not true and faithful In
it. I don't
doing
those two dears who keep so close to
to
be
nor
Cant
true!
true,
Toword nine o'clock on the follow
likely
believe there is a dearer or sweeter
my side do not speak a word of
you say so?"
morning John rose from a fitful
ing
one
woman breathing than Louise, but
"Stop, my young friend!" the must have love. Don't I know It? sleep nnd looked around him. Even
"1'lease go back, dear," John begged
Frenchman Interrupted. "I know noth A man
he could recall the events of
may be strong enough to live before,
promptly. "It was nice of you to come
the preceding night he felt thnt there
ing. It is a habit of mine to know without
but a woman never!"
it,
at all. Anil here's Sophy at last, thank
was a weight pressing upon his brain,
nothing when people make suggestions
The skirts of the women brushed a miserable
goodness! Now I am all right."
of that sort. I make no Inquiries. I
sense of emptiness in life,
ns
the
their
table
She laid her lingers upon his arm.
danced,
they
rhythm
Al
dull feeling of bewilderment.
accept life und people us I find them." of
rose
fell
and
the
music
above
"Von must take me back to my "Look Here, Graillot, You Know It Is
the
"Hut you don't believe that such a
though he had no clear recollection of
of
Not
murmur
can
and
True."
"Then
conversation.
said.
she
go
laughter
you
place."
thing could be possible?"
getting there, he realized that he was
John looked around the room, and a In
and talk nonsense to Sophy."
and that he
his own sitting-roo"Why not?" Gruillot asked stendily. sort of
passing along Picndilly. She seemed
in
him.
In
It
the
crowd
were
back
now,
crept
upon
despair
They
been asleep upon the couch. He
John could do no more than mum was no
to have become only the
!
come to Lon- had
He
had
ant she dismissed htm with a little suddenly
good
it was morning, for a
shadow of her former brilliant self. ble i repetition of his words. The don to
he understood saw,oftoo, that
nod. He made his way quickly to the
understand;
sunlight lay ocross the carpet.
"I think that once perhaps twice," world wus fulling away from him.
ray
wus
made
of
He
To
the
seen
had
he
where
wrong
npot
Sophy.
As he struggled to his feet, he saw
"I will not discuss this matter with nothing.
fiber.
If only he could change himIds disappointment, she had disap- she confessed, "I came very neur to
with a little shock that he was not
you. my friend. I will only ask you self ! If
for hlin."
caring
too
not
were
lute
came
If
it
up
peared, (iraillot, however,
to remember the views of the world In
alone. Sophy Gerard was curled up
"And now?"
he could make himself like other men ! In
and seized him by the arm.
his easy chnlr, still In evening
"Anil now," she repented, suddenly which we live. Louise Muurel Is an
"I must not ask you any more ques'Still playing the moth, my young
a great nrtist. If there has
her clonk drawn closely
clothes,
artist,
"I
John's
tell
that
hands,
gripping
you
he snld. "You are her around her, as If she were cold. Her
friend?" he exclaimed. "Aren't the I am
much nenrer hating lilm. been such un uffulr us you suggest, be- tions, Sophy,"
very
and you have spoken very bend had fallen back. She, too, was
wings sulllcieiitly burned yet?"
So much for the prince! In ten min- tween her und uny man. If It were friend,
Tomorrow I will go and see
"I am afraid It's become ti permawe shall be nt home, nnd you something which appealed to her af sweetly.
utes
asleep. At the sound of his moveher."
nent role," John replied, ns the two are
ment, however, she opened her eyes
such n deur stupid about coming fections, It is- my opinion thut she
men shook hands. "Where have you
"And tonight, forget It nil," she
in. You must try to sny all the nice would not hesltnto. You seem to think
been all these weeks, and why haven't
It un outrageous thing that the prince pleaded. "Wipe It out of your mem
in
me
to
world
In
the
things
quickly
you been to see me?"
should have been her lover. To be ory. Tonight she Is not here, and I NEW CLEANER RUN BY WATER
ten minutes!
am. Even If you are furiously In love
"Paris, my tlear young friend Purls
frunk, I do not. I should be
"How
I
shall
perfectly
he
begin?"
whispered.
Now I am back again I
nnd life!
much more surprised nt her mar
She
very
Recently Invented Device Can Be Oper
once
leaned
more
toward
him,
am not sure that I know why. I came
ated at Any Point in House Where
"You tlon't need any hints," she mur- riage."
over with these French people, to
There Is Hydrant
his
made
John
He
somehow.
mured.
escape
"You're
at
really quite good
Bee them start their theater.
Forgive It !"
the
remembered
but
he
door,
opening
me, I have not paid my respects to our
A vacuum cleaner hns been Inventhad no recollection of reaching the
hostess. We shall meet again presed which can be operated wherever
street. A few minutes later, however,
CHAPTER XX.
ently."
there is a hydrant in the house.
he found himself striding down PicHe strolled off, and n few minutes
A pipe of the right diameter Is
The ten minutes passed very much cadilly toward Hyde Park corner.
Inter John found Sophy.
screwed Into the hydrant's mouth and
He found a tnxlcab and was driven
too quickly. She was gone, and John,
"How late you are!" ho grumbled.
runs down to the bottom of the sink.
toward the Milan. He was conscious
"I couldn't help It," she answered. thrilled though he was through all his of a wild desire to
A spiral nozzle fits the pipe just below
senses by the almost passionate fervor
keep away from
"This is the only evening dress I pos- of
the mouth of the hydrant An angular
her
found himself his rooms. Every pulse in his body
sess at present, anil I had to mend It
Imonce more confronted by that little was tingling. He was fiercely awake,
pipe opens Into the vertical pipe
before It wus decent to come out In. blnck
nozzle
and
the
below
slopes
mediately
for
excitement
demon. There was something eager
motion, action,
Why are you wandering about alone? about nil
up to connect with a rubber hose on
of them, all these people of any sort. Suddenly he remembered
Hasn't Louise been kind to you?"
the guiding rod.
w horn he knew to be him
the night club to which he had been
which
friends,
"She hns been charming," John
To clean the room you turn on the
seemed to him to savor of a conspiraintroduced by Sophy on the first night
promptly, "but she Is surround- cy. There was nothing thnt could be of his arrival in London. The adwater and guide the rod over the cared with all sorts of people I don't
the spiral nozpet . After traversingaround
put Into definite shape just the ghost dress, too, was there quite clearly In
know. I can't help her. For one of
and passes
zle the water whirls
his disordered brain. He leaned out
He
torturing.
Impossible
thoughts.
thing, my French Is absurd. Then was in no humor to go home. Chang- of the cab and repeated It to the drivthe opening of an angular pipe, forcThe
they are ull talking about things which ing the order he had first given to the er.
ing out all the air near
I don't understand in the least."
vacuum so created starts the air flowThe little place was unexpectedly
chauffeur, he was driven Instead to a
Sophy remained silent for a mo- small Iiohemlan club which he had crowded when he entered, after having In the rubber hose.
ment. Then she took John's arm and joined at Graillot's
He ing handed his hat and coat to a
Instigation.
led him to the buffet.
Gold and Palladium.
had a vague hope that he might find vestiaire. A large supper party was
"(jive me an Ice and a clgnrette, the great dramatist there. There were going on at the farther end, and the
A
alloy, under the
will you, please? .Tou are a dear. Im- no
name of "Palau," has been put on the
signs of him, however. In the smok- dancing space was smaller than usubut
are
as
much ing room, or anyone else whom John al. The muitre d'hotel was
you
practical person,
market by a firm In California, accordescorting
out of this world as a human being knew.
ofJohn to a small table In a distant
The Prince Reeled Back.
ing to Commerce Reports, and is
well could be!"
fered as a substitute for the more exHe threw himself Into an easy chair corner, which had just been vacated.
John waited upon her without any and ordered a
alloy generTwo when the latter heard his name sud with her, there isn't any harm In your pensive platlnum-lrldlufurther remark. The prince of Seyre, men close at band were writing at denly called by a familiar voice, So being just a little nice to me. Give ally used by chemists. A crucible of
passing through, bowed to them. John desks; others were lounging about, phy, who had been dancing, aban me some champagne ; and I want some this ware has been tested at the Unitlooked after his retreating figure. An
ed States bureau of standards. The
discussing the evening's reception. One doned her partner precipitately and caviar sandwiches!"
Irresistible Impulse seized him.
"I wonder why yon are so good to melting point is 1,870 degrees Centiman, sitting upon the table, a recog- came hurrying np to John with out"Sophy," he asked, sitting down by nized authority, was treating the com- stretched hands.
me, Sophy 1" be exclaimed, as he gave grade, which corresponds to that of an
her side, "tell me, why have the prince pany to a fluent dissertation upon
"John!" she exclaimed. "Ton, of the order to a waiter. "You ought alloy of SO per cent gold and 20 per
and Louise always been such great modern actresses, winding op by con- all people In the world 1 What do you either to marry your young man down cent palladium.
The ware Is very
friends?"
trasting Louise Haurel's style with mean by coming here alone at this at Bath, or to have a sweetheart of promising as a substitute for platiSophy looked steadfastly at her Ice. that of her chief French rival. John time of night? Fancy not telling met your own, a companion, some one num for many laboratory purposes.
"I suppose because the prince Is a found himself listening with pleaJed la anything the matter?"
quite different"
A 8hallow Excuse.
very clever and cultivated person," interest The man's opinion was cer"How different I"
"I really
"Nothing." he replied.
she said. "He has been of great as- tainly not unfavorable to Louise.
Nine times out of ten when the man
don't exactly know why I am here. I
"Someone who cared for you as yon
sistance to Louis several times. It
"It Is only In the finer shades of simply don't want to go to bed."
deserve to be cared for, and whom who has failed declares be did his best,
was he who financed Miles Faradar Mnnrlonalism " the critic deHsnwt
k (a Ivlnc about It Houston Post
rtiml for. too."
WtM la tha nrlncef" h Icorf.
t
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and looked at htm for moment with
a puzzled stare. Then she jumped to
her feet.
"Why, we have both been asleep!"
she murmured, a little weakly.
At the sound of her voice It all caina
back to him, a tangled, hideous nightmare. He sat down again upon the
couch and held his bead between bis
hands.
"I remember everything that happened at the club," he went on slowly.
"Is the prince dead?"
She shook her head.
He was hurt,
"Of course nott
though, and there was a terrible scene
of confusion In the room. The people
crowded around him, and I managed,
somehow, to drag you away. The
manager helped us. To tell the truth,
he was only too anxious for you to
get away before the police arrived.
He was so afraid of anything getting
Into the papers. I drove you back
here, and, as you still seemed stunned,
I brought you upstairs. I didn't mean
to stay, but I couldn't get you to say
a single coherent word. I was afraid
to leave you alone !"
"I suppose I was drunk," he said,
In a dull tone. "I remember filling my
glass over and over again. There is
one thing, though," he added, his voice
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"Remember," She Whispered, "You
Have to Go to See Louise."
gaining a sudden strength ; "I was not
drunk when I struck the prince! I
remember those few seconds very distinctly. I saw everything, knew ev
erything, felt everything. If no one
hnd Interfered, I think I should have
killed him!"
"You were not drunk at all," she declared, with a little shiver, "but you
were In a stute of terrible excitement.
It was a long time before I could get
you to He down, and then you wouldn't
close your eyes until I came nnd sat
by your side. I watched you go to
sleep. I hope you are not angry with
me! I didn't like to go and leave
you."
"How could I be angry?" he protested. "You are far kinder to me
than I deserve. I expect I should
have been In a police cell but for

NATIONAL SYSTEM OF ROADS
Expert at National Capital Illustrate
How 8cheme Is to Be Brought
to Successful End.

The establishment of a national sysof highways is greatly facilitated
the federal aid road law, which
compels all the states that would share
In its benefits and that means all of
the states to equip themselves with
state highway departments. With these
state highway departments devoting
their attention to the building of state
tem
by

systems of main, through-lin- e
highways, every condition is favorable for
the next and crowning act the estab-- I
Ushment of a national system of highways.
By way of Illustrating how a national system of highways Is about to
be evolved by easy and logical stages,
an expert at the national capital made
the following statement :
"Gradually the state has made Itself
a compelling factor in the handling of
local road problems and, as a logical
sequence, the federal government, first
through educational activity and later
by the financial aid provided by tha
federal aid law, has made Itself a
powerful factor In the working oat of
the state highway problems. The next
logical step follows the same course
which has been pursued by the state
governments, namely, the broadening
of federal participation to provide for
the establishment of a system of national highways.
"This policy can be put Into effect
without disturbance of existing organizations, without providing new means
of finance and with but little change
In existing laws. The process would
logically take a course somewhat as
follows :
"1. The state highway departments
and the federal office of public roads
would make an Initial selection from
existing state highway systems of
those highways which are of Interstate
Importance.
"2. A system thus selected would be
approved by congress, with the requirement that federal funds be applied only to such system on and after
a specified date.
"3. The federal aid should be extended to maintenance as well as construction, as the national system of
highways should have for all time a
close relationship with the federal government.
"Some of the states already have
made plans for utilizing the aid granted by the federal aid road act on roads
which could not properly be Included
In a national system. But this need

you !"

"And now," she begged, coming over

to htm and speaking In a more

pr.--

matter-o-

tone, "do let us be practical. I must run awuy, and you must
go and have a bath nnd change your
clothes. Don't be nfruld of your
I cun get out by the other entrance."
"Remember," she whispered, "you
have to go to see Louise !"
He covered his face with his hands.
"What's the use of it?" he groaned.
"It's only another turn of the screw !"
"Don't be foolish, John," she ad-monlshed briskly. "You don't actual
ly know anything yet nothing at nil;
at least, you are not sure of anything.
And besides, you strange, impossible
person," she went on, patting his
hand, "don't you see that you must
judge her, not by the standards of
your world, in which she has never
lived, but by the standards of her
world, In which she was born and
bred? That is only fair, isn't It?"
He rose listlessly to his feet. There
was a strange, dull look In his face.
"You are a dear girl, Sophy !" he
said. "Don't go Just yet. I have never
felt like It before. In my life, but just
now I don't want to be left alone.
Send a boy for some clothes, and I
will order some tea."
She hesitated.
f-fact
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Concrete Road in Mississippi.
not cause extreme conflict, as the federal funds for the first three or four
years operation of the present act
could continue to be applied as now
planned. The appropriations for the
first two years are already available
and considerable time necessary must
elapse before the national system
could be laid out and made ready for
the application of federal funds.
"In all probability the new scheme
would come Into effect as an extension
of the present federal aid road act"

1

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

8carlng Them Away.
Frank A. Vanderlip, chairman of a
Liberty Loan committee, said in. Mew
York:
"The loan machinery was made easy,
simple and Informal, so that all could
come In. We didn't want to scare the
plain people away, you know.
"Some of our past loans did scare
the plain people. They were like the
swagger seashore hotel.
"This hotel was so very swagger
that the guests all felt like inmates
or prisoners.
"There was a little man who arrived
there one night and rang his bell for
some Ice water. No answer. He rang
again. Still no answer. Then he put
his finger on the button and held it
there till he heard footsteps.
"A knock, and a majestic maid entered. She looked at the little man
scornfully.
" 'Did you ring? she asked.
"Yes,' said he.
" 'Humph,' said the maid, 'Who lifted yon up to the bell?"

'

WHY FAMILY MOVED TO TOWN
to Make Change Because of
Poor Schools and Bad Roads-Rem- edy
for Poverty.

Compelled

"Why don't they go on to a farm?"

Is the question with which many men

dismiss from their minds the story of
some poverty-stricke- n
family. The
chances are five to one that that same
family was induced to move to town
because of poor schools and poor roads
In the country. The remedy for much
of the poverty now In our towns is
good roads and good schools in the
country. Why should not country
schools be given the same attention
Why
given city and town schools
should not the children be permitted to
go to them over good roads with dry
feet, instead of wading through mud
and water? Good roads will make the
country a better place In which to live.
Cull Growing Flock.
Cull the growing flock of chicks as
much as possible, market all that are
In any way Inferior but In good health,
and kill and bury all which seem weak
or sickly. It will not pay to keep any
but the strongest and best chicks.

Prevent Tuberculosis.
To prevent tuberculosis, all milk
and milk products should be cooked
Negroes Famous as Composers.
There Is no doubt that James Bland, before being fed to hogs. To control
cholera use sanitary precautions
a negro musician, wrote "Carry Me hog anti-hog
cholera serum treatment
Back to Old Virginia." During the and
In
Orwere
of
New
there
slavery
days
Where Fortune Lives.
leans quite a number of well educated
Fortune lives on an Improved highnegroes, and among them a number
way. Misfortune on a poor one.
who gained distinction as musical composers. Five of these were Edmund
Civilization's Parasites.,
Dede, Basil Bares, Lucien Lambert
Mud holes are civilization's great
Sidney Lambert and Samuel Snaer.
Much of the music that these men est parasites. , Abolish them.
wrote Is of permanent worth. One of
the earUest American negro musical
Depend on Good Roads.
The growth of any community is deauthors was James Hemmenway. His
home was in Philadelphia, and during pendent upon good roads.
the second and third decades of the
nineteenth century he wrote much
Splendid Slogan.
Oat of the mad hole and onto tha
music which by musicians of authority
aTrellent
as
down
set
la
pike should be your slogan.

DESTROY WEEDS WITHOUT COST TO FARMER
(From the United State

Department of mowed and 43 dry ewes placed In the
Agriculture.)
Inclosure the first week In July. In
will
their
for
Sheep
pay
keep as two weeks' time the
sheep had eaten
weed destroyers alone, says the United almost
every leaf of paintbrush In
States department of agriculture
sight. They seemed to prefer the paintwhich Just announces the result of a brush
leaves to anything else; at any
In
New
study lately completed
Eng- rate,
would search out Isolated
they
land.,
One of the fields of the Morgan plants In the grass, and the patches
Horse farm In Vermont, maintained which were covered with paintbrush
are now almost bare. The cleanest
by the bureau of animal Industry of
In the Morgan horse farm Is the
the department, largely for the pur- field
one which has been used as a sheep
of
a
of
pose
keeping up
good
supply
horses for the army, was Infested with pasture for several years, and which,
the farm was bought, was as
the weed known as paintbrush, or dev- when Infested
with weeds as any.
il's paintbrush. This weed has recent- badly
Pay for Their Keep.
ly come into northern Vermont, and It
This experience Indicates that even
Is said that some farms have been ruined by It It Is now common through- If wool and meat only meet expenses,
out the Northeast. It throws up a a flock of sheep can be kept for the
tall, slender stalk, but the damage Is lnbor saved In keeping the furm cleur
done by the leaves, which are spread of weeds. It Is doubtful, says the defrom the crown and form a dense mat partment, whether any other farm anion the surface of the ground, eventu- mal hus so wide a field of usefulness
as the sheep when Intelligently
ally killing out all other vegetation.
handled. Sheep produce meat at a
Devour Paintbrush.
On the Morgan horse farm an area less cost of grain than uny other aniof about two acres was fenced off. This mal. They pay their way with the
area had some bad patches of paint- wool they yield and they exterminate
brush. The grass and weeds were,;ioxlous weeds practically without cost,
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stiMSaiooi The
Lesson
(By REV. P. B. F1TZWATEB, D. D.,
Teacher ot English Bible In the Moody
Bible Institute of Chicago.)
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LESSON FOR NOVEMBER
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THROUGH
NESS.
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DRUNKEN.

(World Temperance Sunday.)

LEBSON TEXT- -I Kings 20:1-2GOLDEN TEXT Let not him that
glrdcth on his harness boast himself as
he that putteth It oft. I Kings 20:11.
I. Samaria Besieged (vv.
whom (v. 1.)

1. By

Bcnhudud, the Syrian king, accompanied by 32 kings, cume against Sa
maria. These 32 kings were not allies, but rulers over the neighboring-citievassal princes.
2. Benliadad's message to Ahab (vv,
He offered peace on the most abject
and Insulting terms. His demands
meant more than the exaction of trlbhimself In this;
ute. He
thus defeating his purpose. He not
only demanded tribute money, but the
surrender of that which was most vital
to Ahab's manhood and
his wives and children. He thus made
a thrust at his tenderest spot. Many
a man has been thus aroused to do his
duty, who otherwise would have sub
mitted to shameful Indignities.
3. Ahab's reply (vv. 4,
His reply was tame and humlllutlngly submissive.
Perhaps, he thought
It only meant the giving of tribute,
which he was willing to do in face of
Benhadud's overwhelming army. Con
dilatory measures were regarded as
most prudent. But the peremptory
of the enemy repeated, awoke
Ahab to his senses, and caused him to
call together the elders of the land,
who counseled against
submission,
Thus stiffened for the opposition, Ahab
refused to make full compliance with
his demands.
4. Benhadud's bluster and boasting
over-reache-d

SPLENDID FLOCK OF SHEEP ON WESTERN RANGE.

BRIGHT FUTURE FOR
FIRST-CLAS- S

STOCK

All Breeders Now Use
Purebred Sires, Says Kan-

Majority of

sas Authority.
future for purebred live.
Is predicted by Edwurd N.
of animal
VVentworth,
professor
breeding in the Kansas State Agricultural college.
"The use of grade sires Is gradually
said Professor VVendecreasing,"
tworth. "Seventy per cent of the horse
breeders, G5 per cent of the sheep
breeders, 60 per cent of the cattle
breeders, and 00 per cent of the swine
breeders uso purebred sires.
"From 8 to 10 per cent of the hogs
are purchred, approximately 2
per
cent each of beef and dairy cattle, 2
3
cent
of
cent
of
draft
horses, per
per
light horses, and from 1 to 2 per cent
of sheep.
"These proportions may be those
actually required to furnish the bulk
of breeders with purebred sires, al
though It is probable that there should
be from 6 to 8 per cent of purcbreds
In order to supply one purebred for
every 30 grade females, to maintain
purebred herds, and to permit a rigid
selection of breeding animals.
"The present proportiqn of purebreds seems to be sufficient In order to
supply the present users of purebreds,
but not so rigid a selection can be
The
practiced as might be desired.
fact that probably all breeders will
ultimately use purebred sires will
allow a doubling in the percentage of
purebred cattle, an increase of two-thirds In the number of hogs, slightly
In sheep, and one
more than one-hathird In the number of horses, without
Increasing the severity of selection.'
"Such an expansion will afford a
prosperous future for purebred live
stock even though the standards of
selection are not raised. Since, how
ever, standards of selection are being
continually raised, an even higher percentage of purebreds may be expected."
A bright

stock

lf

and pulverized to the depth Indicated
as necessary by the kind of soli and
the crop to be grown ; and the stubble
and rubbish are completely turned under where It will be out of the way
and quickly decomposed.
For most
crops, deep, rnther than shallow plowing, Is the best pructlee.
To do good work with a minimum of
power, plows must be equipped with
properly shaped and sharpened shures.
A good share allows a plow to run
true and little or no effort Is necessary to hold It In place.
To turn under all rubbish a good
Jolntef properly adjusted Is necessary.
No stubble or weeds are left sticking
up between the furrows where a good
Jointer Is used.
Keep the plowshare propertly shaped
and sharpened. Use a Jointer so that
all rubbish is turned under completely.
Increase the depth of plowing an Inch
or two each year for several seasons.

What Can

KITCHEN

(v. 10.)

The design of this wns to strike terror Into the hearts of the king and
people. He vows thilt he will make
Samaria a heap of dust, and that this
dust will not be sufficient to fill the
hands of his army, so overwhelming Is
the number of his host.
B. Ahab's answer by a proverb
(v,
11.)

Superstition im what prompts soma
people to believe that a horse shoe
over the door has more value than a
lock and key.

PEPPER

DISHES.

Peppers hnve such an appetizing
flavor and nre so well liked that a few
ways of preparing
them will be enjoyed by the housewife. Peppers, like
many of our vegetables, are not of
nutrithemselves
tive but the piquant
llnvor makes them
valuable as an ap
'
petizer. Peppers stuffed with various
chopped vegetables and seasoned
highly, then pickled were known and
enjoyed on our grandmothers' tables.
Original Salad. Cut Into bits two
or three ripe pears, and the same
amount of good, well lluvored upple,
add one green pepper cut In shreds;
u handful of walnuts or uny nuts desired, then dress with French dressing, using one part vinegar to three
parts oil, mix mid season with salt
and n few dashes of paprika ; chill und
serve In nests of lettuce, cress or in
apple cups.
Green Pepper Sandwich. Mince fine,
two large green peppers after removing the seeds anil pith.
Add the
chopped pepper to a cupful of mayonnaise dressing which has been flavored
with ml need chives und parsley. Cut
thin slices of sandwich bread, spread
with butter nud then put on u layer
of the sundwleh tilling, place a slice
of buttered bread on each and put
away with a dainp cloth laid over the
sandwiches until ready to serve.
Pepper Entree. Take sufficient peppers to serve, allowing a half pepper
for each person. Itemove the seeds
and pith and parboil for ten minutes.
Prepare enough mushrooms to fill the
peppers. Make a while sauce, using
two tablespoonfuls each of butter and
(lour, when the butter is bubbling hot
udd the flour and when thick add a
pint of rich milk. Season with suit and
pepper and add the mushrooms. Fill
the pepper cups with this mixture and
sprinkle with well buttered crumbs.
Brown in a brisk oven.
Cut peppers In
Pepper Salad.
halves, remove the seeds nnd pith and
drop into Icewater to stand until ready
to fill. Drain well before filling with
the following: Kqunl parts of finely
chopped encumber and celery with n
tuhlespoonful or two of chopped onion
with a half cupful of pecan meats.

m

cabbuge; season with salt and pepper.
When ready to serve add the soul
cream. Serve with crackers and cream
cheese,
MtMK
The best thing to take people out of
their old worries is to go to work and
tint! how other folks worries are getting along.

CHESTNUT TIME.
This delicious nut lends Itself In so
many ways In cookery that It should
occupy a much larger
place on our tables.
Chestnut Soup. Shell
and blanch 60 or TO
good chestnuts, remove
the Inner skin und put
them on to simmer in u
quart of good stock.
When tender rub through
a puree sieve molsteuing
the puree us you do so
with the stock.
Iloil
ngnln then simmer on the back part of
tlie stove, season to taste, add a few
tuhlespoonfuls of cream or an egg
beaten und added to a little milk.
Serve with croutons. French cooks
often brown the chestnuts in a little
fat before cooking them In stock, this
changing the flavor as well as the color
somewhat. A bouquet of herbs may
be used for seasoning.
Cooked chestnuts used with upple
and celery as In u Waldorf salad is a
most tasty salad. A few other nuts
may he added for flavor If desired,
which will Improve the salad.
Chestnut Sauce to Serve With Turkey. To three tiihlespoonfuls of the
fat left in the roasting pan udd two
tablespoonfuls of flour, stir untU
frothy, scraping the pun to remove all
Hie glaze.
Pour Into this a cupful
of potato water left from the potatoes
when cooking, us this Is rich in mineral salts, stir und cook until thick,
season with salt and pepper, and udd
u pint of mashed chestnuts which
have been well rooked, together with
a tenspoonful of chilli sauce.
Pour
Into a suueehout und serve with the
turkey.
Chestnut Custard. To a cupful of
chestnut pulp, ndd the yolks of three
eggs, one beaten white, one cupful of
rich milk, a little flavoring und sugar
to taste. Pour Into a buttered dish
and bake slowly. Make a meringue
with the other two whites und two
tiihlespoonfuls of sugar, spread It over
the custard and brown In the oven.
Chestnuts preserved In a lemon sirup
make n most delicious conserve to ndd
to various frozen dishes or as a garnish for desserts.
Where the nuts are plentiful, Just
boiled then skinned nnd mashed adding butter and salt, they make a fine
vegetable to serve with meats.

"Let not til in that girdeth on his
harness boast himself as he that putteth It off." This Is n proverb full of
points for all boasters. God's purpose
may overrule alt man's proud presumptions. "Man proposes, but God
disposes." "Pride goeth before de
COMBINATION OF CORN struction, and a haughty spirit before
a fall."
Don't worry about what the worlit
PLANT AND ALFALFA 6. Readiness for the attack (v. 12.)
thlnkB of you. The world has several
billions of other people to think about.
In the full confidence of victory, the
Syrian king wns giving a banquet to
An Idle rumor always gains
Largest and Most Profitable his princes. In the midst of this feast
which Is more than can bo said
the command was given to Invade
of an Idle man.
The only nvin who can successfully
ing,
Gains Made on Cattle Jested
combine
and pleuHtire Is the
Snmuria. Incited by strong drink, he
man whose pleasure Is business.
FOR MEATLESS DAYS.
at Nebraska Station.
gave no attention to the striking proverb of Ahab. Many have gone to ruin
One of the drawbacks of success Is
As the high price of eggs will not
that It often has a strlny tied to it.
A combination of alfalfa hny and because through the stupor of drunkto
failed
have
heed
nn
use
warrant
of them to
proper
corn plant gave the largest and most enness, they
extravagant
TEMPTING SALADS.
lake the place of meat,
profitable gains on cnttle tested at warnings.
we
will have to confine
the University of Nebraska. Corn wns
II. A Prophet Sent to Ahab (vv. 13,
There lire few dishes more econom
ourselves more often to
fed both In the form of silage and sto- 14.)
the nutritions cheese nnd ical than salads well made,, us they
Who the prophet wns, we are not
ver, and of these, silage was superior,
use u variety of
nuts with vegetables In
The cnttle were fed in groups of told, but why he was sent. Is made
foods, with a good
various forms.
eight steer calves, each for 20 weeks. clear. He brought from God a promGreen Pea Soup. Rub
salud dressing,
Each animal of one group received ise of victory which was to cause Ahab
a
most
a can of peas,
7
milking
pounds of corn, four pounds al to know Jehovah. It Is a marvelous
wholesome dish.
falfa and 3 pounds shredded corn display of God's goodness and grace.
through u sieve;
There Is nn impor
u pint will be sufficient
stover dally. The other group were Israel deserved the most severe chastaut tiling to refor the ordinary family.
fed six pounds corn, 8 pounds alfalfa tisement, but God promised victory for
in e in her w ben
Season the pulp to taste
and 15 pounds silage.
his own sake In order to make his glory
The silage-fecalves averaged 1.8 known. The agency by which the vic- with onion, salt and pepper. Cook the
using olive oil, It
must be good or
pounds gain daily per head, or about tory was to be achieved, was the young onion in a little hot fat ; add this to
of a pound more than the men, an agency purposely feeble, that one tablespoonful of flour, mix smooth- the salad will be ruined. Many people
stover-festeers. They required only the victory might be seen to be of God. ly and add a pint of stock or water. have had their taste spoiled for
French or a mayonnaise dressing be
3.4 pounds grain per 100 pounds of
III. Ahab's Victory Over the Syrians Conk five minutes, add the puree of cause
rancid or inferior oil lias been
peas, heat all together and serve with
gain made Instead of five pounds, as (v.
used.
Such a prejudice Is hurd to
In the case of the stover-fe- d
animals.
The army of Ahab was but a handful fingers of toasted bread.
Baked
Corn With Cheese. Take overcome, hiore's the pity, for oil
Valuing corn at 43 cents a bushel, compared with that of the Syrian king
alfalfa at $8 a ton, shredded stover (v. 15; cf, v. 10). Benhndnd, with con- two cupfuls of grated corn, add a well- - dressing Is so delicious that It Is a
two tal)lespoonful8 of melt- crime not to be uble to enjoy It.
and silage at $3 a ton each, the silage fidence In his
superior numbers, or- beaten egg,
ration made 100 pounds gain at a cost dered the young men of Israel to be ed butter, pepper and salt to taste,
Cheese and Pea Salad. Takeaquurof $4.66, the profit per steer during the taken whether
came for peace or add a cupful of milk ; mix all together ter of a pound of creuin cheese, one
they
20 weeks being $5.88. With the stohnk'ng can of peas, two small onions, three
war. He, with his princes, continued and pour Into a
ver ration, 100 pounds gain cost $5.48, their drunken debauch.
The young men dish, cover with grated cheese, and sweet pickles, three sour pickles, some
the profit being only $1.31 per steer. struck
a layer of buttered crumbs. crisp lettuce, half a cupful of chopped
right and left, creating grent over this
consternation. When the seven thou- Bake 25 minutes or until the crumbs nuts, and ull mixed together with a
PROPER FEED FOR DRY COWS sand reserves Joined the young men, a are brown.
good suind dressing.
Sour Cream Slaw. Shred cabbage
Pineapple, Cheese and Nut Salad.
general panic was produced among the
Roughage Supplemented by Daily Al- Syrians. From the human side, the very fine nnd plunge Into cold water, Take slices of pineapple from the enn,
very crisp, drain and fill the centers with grated cheese.
lowance of Bran and Oats la
victory Is accounted for by the drunk- let stand until
Recommended as Good.
enness of the Syrians, but from the di cover with n cupful of thick, sour cover with French dressing, and
vine side, we see that God wrought for cream heated with two eggs beuten to sprinkle with chopped nuts and pars
During the eight or ten weeks that his own glory. Ahab pursued the Syri- make them light ; add two tablespoon
ley. To make French dressing, the
cows gd dry, their food should be ans with a great slaughter, but Ben- fuls of vinegar, two tiihlespoonfuls of amount of vinegar or lemon Juice Is
chiefly roughage. A dally allowance hndnd escaped. Many have been the butter, a tenspoonful of salt and a few varied to suit the character of the
of two pounds of bran or oats, or a defeats which have come through dashes of red pepper.
Cover the salud. A salud which Is acid will need
mixture of two parts each of bran drunkenness; defeats tn morals, de- drained cabbage with the hot sauce. but little added to the oil. One tuhle
Rice Croquettes, Cheese Sauce.
and oats and one part of linseed meal feats In religion, defeats In business,
spoonful of lemon Juice to three of
of rice until half olive oil, salt nnd paprika or red pepor corn-oi- l
meal makes a proper feed defeats tn physical endurance.
The Cook a
for a cow near calving. Some roots, man who Indulges even moderately done In enough water to keep moist. per to taste, with occasional use of
cabbage, pumpkins, or squashes are has reduced his opportunities of suc- season, then ndd one and a fourth cup- onion Juice, a pinch of mustard or
also very good. Highly carbonaceous cess very greatly. Most of the acci- fuls of milk nnd cook until It Is all ab white pepper.
Salmon Salad. Take one can of salcupful of
roughage, such as straw and corn dents by automobiles, railroads, etc., sorbed. Add
stalks, is not good at this particular are traceable to the use of intoxicating white sauce, and make Into rolls. Roll mon, four cold boiled potatoes, three
in crumbs and fry in deep fnt. Serve sweet pickles, two cupfuls of enhhuge
time. Such feeds, with cold water, liquors.
with a white sauce made rich with finely chopped and any desired dresscold drafts, or lying out at night on
ing. Cut the potatoes and pickles Into
damp or frozen ground, are the chief DEFINE CHRISTIAN EFFICIENC cheese.
Stuffed Creen Peppers Select four small pieces and mix with the salmon
causes of caked udder or garget
or six large peppers, remove seeds and which has been fluked and the bones
Fill with cooked removed; mix with a good boiled
It I In Thinking and Doing a Christ Inner membrane.
CHEAP RATION IS PUZZLING
Would Have Us Think
rice and nuts with tomnto; or green dressing.
and Do.
peas In a cream white sauce makes a
Dainty Chicken Salad. To one cupDifficult to Provide Formula Which
r
meats may ful of cold cooked chicken cut In stmili
delicious filling.
Amount
Sufficient
a
Contain
combined
and
with
be
crumbs
chopped
Sometimes a word becomes so over
pieces, add one cupful of walnut meats,
of Protein.
worked that the Idea back of the word and seasoning making another good one cupful of peas and a cupful of
combination.
and a few
In the maintenance of farm poultry suffers because of the place that the
mayonnaise dressing
Almond and Cabbage Salad. Take chopped olives. Bill and arrange on
much difficulty is often experienced In word comes to hold a one to be
firm
one
head
of
one
small,
Garnish with
cabbage,
crisp lettuce leaves.
providing a cheap and economic ration. rather avoided. Efficiency, as a word,
and especially In providing a formula has been so freely used that it Is not cupful of blanched almonds, one cup- olives.
sour
ful
of
cream, salt and paprika.
which contains a sufficient amount of strange that one should seek to avoid
cabbage very fine, cut alprotein.
it In his vocabulary if he can think of Shove the
In
halves and mix with the
monds
anything else in its place. But the
chief trouble is In losing track of the
Poultry Food Control.
Idea, while we are trying to find a
To the Army Credit
again a board of army officers baa
The feeding of wheat and other substitute for the word. Christian ef-The army's medical department has provided the expert knowledge and the
cereals fit for human consumption is fiency is not
calculating
prohibited in Great Britain. Poultry-me- n mechanism. It Is simply thinking and made the whole world a debtor. It Integrity of character necessary to adare compelled to rely upon waste doing as Christ wonld have us think was an army surgeon who slew the vise congress or wisely to administer
food or damaged grains, and as a con- and do. That Idea no word ought ever bookworm In Porto Rico; It was an vast enterprises of the national govarmy medical man who fought to the ernment Collier's Magazine.
sequence they are bard pressed.
to obscure. The most efficient Chris- death
with yellow fever In Havana
tian is one through whom Christ can and
Art Value.
it ; it was an army man
Clean Up.
work with the least friction and the who conquered
g
Raffleton "Art and business have
the
made
Clean up the garden and burn all least change of Christ' plans. If we
weeds and trash. Yon will destroy like slipshod ways, it may bring us swamps of Panama Into a zone of nothing In common." Mildhy "Ob, I
health, and finally, and most spectac- don't know about that The value of
and make homeless many Insect that to our sense to realize that
they are ular of all, it was an army engineer a painting, like the value of a check,
had figured on eating your next year"
not Christ'
way. Sunday School who dug the Panama canal when civil- depends
a great deal on whose name
croD
Times.
ians threw up the Job. Again and is at the bottom of It"

There is ti request from hospituls for
scrnphooks made to Interest the convalescent soldiers when time hangs
heavy on hands forced to be Idle. Certainly here is a simple und easy tusk
waiting for those who are anxious to
serve the needs of our soldiers In
some way, but with little time or monthe
ey to spnre. And convalescents
hospltnl are not the only ones who
will find the g'Tiiphook something to
enjoy und pass ulong. So, If you are
casting about Tor something to send
to the Sammies for Christmas, consider the many virtues of a clever
scrapbook.
These books lire to be filled with pictures, cartoons, very short stories, good
und new jokes (especially those originating in the army). These can lie cut
from magazines or papers or gathered
Old files of magazines
elsewhere.
might prove u good field fur exploration In filling them. Kodak pictures,
111

if good und of g
nil interest, will
help nut, and those of animals or

country life are always Interesting, or
those inudo on trips to places of great
natural beauty of historic Interest. The
blank books can be had at the humble
stores and the picand useful
tures pasted In them. There Is reully
more Interest in this work, if the books
are to be sent to acquaintances who
have joined the army, und It Is not at
ull hard to get acquainted with some
soldier hoy who may liuve less ntten-lio- n
from homo than his comrades.
One especially nice thing ubout them
Is Unit they can be passed ulong and
another Is that the work is interesting
In Itself.
The pictures nnd stories should always be cheerful. The hoys at the
front have no use for "sob stuff," but
they don't mind being a little sentiIs a chance tn be Immemental.
diately seized, to do something worth
while for Christmas.
ten-ce-
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FALL PLOWING

BEST IN NORTHWEST
Result in Productive Soils Is
of Plant Food
for Next Season.
(By A. C. ARNY, University
Paul, Minn.)

Farm, St.

The chief reason for plowing Is to
put the soil In shape to produce good
crops. For the best results the plowing must be done at the right time.
Grain crops In particular need generous supplies of readily available plant-foo- d
early In the season. Therefore,
In the Northwest early fall plowing
for grain crops Is to be preferred.
This allows the needed changes that
take place In loosened soil to get
started early and to continue until the
ground is frozen. The result in productive" soils is the accumulation
throughout the cool fall months of
plant food and this Is easily taken up
by the, grain plants the following
spring.
For corn, black loam soils should
be plowed in the fall. On the heavier
clay Boils spring plowing for corn is
often preferable.
Good plowing means more than
It
making the field appear black.
means more than making straight furrows.
However, a good plowman
usually makes straight furrows. In
d
field the soil Is stirred

Paint Up for Winter.
Now Is a good time to paint up for
the winter. Paint is cheaper than
wood and iron.
Com In Handy Now.
The wasted cornstalks and burned
strawgtacks of other years would
coma In very handy this winter.

Something Wrong.
When farm machinery makes a
noise, there is something wrong. Noise
means wear.

half-cupf-

h

Left-ove-

d

disease-breedin-

MODELS

IN COATS

We enn achieve smartness in coats
thut sell at a moderate price. If they
are made up tn correct lines nnd in ac-

cordance with accepted styles. This
Is a consummation
devoutly to be
wished for the mother of the young
girl. No one Is more sure of what she
wants, or harder to change In her convictions, than the miss in her teens,
but, thanks he, she Is not exacting in
the mutter of materials. Stic does not
yearn for ermine or sealskin und will
glndly weur rubtiit fur disguised as
either, If only it Is mude up In the
right way.
For her the coat In the picture hus
een designed. It possesses nil the
ityle requisites which she cun
worked out in materials thut
are moderate In price as prices go
Just now. This coat Is evidently an
adaptation of styles with the author
ity of at least two famed Paris houses
behind them. It is of bollvla, a heavy
wool cloth, bunded with a fur fabric
that has much the effect of moleskin.
The lines are straight from shoulder
to hem and there is the coziest and
smartest of muffler collars about the
neck, a narrow girdle, with long ends
of the simplest "throw-ove- r
variety.
Is finished with hanging ornaments of
silk cord. On the origiual model there
Simplicity in Coiffures.
There are now new coiffure fash- .ons; so the smart woman lias created
Mlffures of her own, simple, neat and
becoming, on lines most adnpted to her
own special type, and the result Is par
ticularly successful, says the London
Globe. Often the mode chosen Is that
knot that Is
f a loose Grecian-lookin- g
really quite easy to achieve once the
Initial process of marcel waVtng has
been accomplished, and the hair loose
ly and becomingly coaxed Into a soft
frnr.io for the fearares on either side--

0

FOR

MISSES.

were no pockets, but pockets are very
practical on winter coats and they
have been added without marring this

design.
Buttons are used for fastening the
coat ; three large ones, covered with
cloth like the coat, are placed at the
front, one above and two below the
girdle. Three smaller ones manage the
collar and the front of the body. The
bunds of fur fabric need not be like
the coat In color; those in black look
well on almost uny of the fashionable
colors in wool, but the best effects are
not in strong color contrasts.
Dark
brown with brown bandings, taupe
with taupe bandings, wine or dark
amethyst with bluck bnndings are
good combinations for coats. All the
neutral or "glove" colors are to be recommended.

Avoid Double Chin.
Facial expression is very bad for
beauty. Scowling, frowning, pursing
the Hps are all detrimental and are not
nice to look at. Get your face undet
control and always keep it that way.
Express whut you wish with your eyes.

For evening wear she rnooses her
hair ornaments with the same feeling:
for simplicity of effect; whether it be
a pair of exquisite prongs in rose tortoise shell or a narrow bandeau of diamonds In a setting of platinum.
Where the Sea Is Black.
Apart from the various shades of
blue and green, the sea appears of a
deep red In the Bay of Loango, yellow
off the coast of Japan, white near Cape
Palmas, and almost black near the
Maldlve Island.
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ENCOURAGING REPORT FROM
WOMAN'S AUXILIARY OF THE
SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF
General and Personal

Continuing the reports which were
commenced last week, there is appended a report from Mrs. Alfred
(irunsfeld, chairman of the Woman's
Auxiliary of the Council of Defense,
for the Second Judicial district?
The work undertaken by us must
of necessity be so arranged that its
influence reach into every city, town
and hamlet in the district and to
that end we have appointed local
county chairmen in each county who
in turn assist in perfecting organiza-- j
tinns in each precinct of the coun-- !
In Bernalillo county, through
ty.
the splendid efforts of Sirs. Ches- sic D. Harth, the work is satisfac-frotorily organized, meetings have been
held and the response of the people
In McKinley
has been excellent.
county the work has been somewhat retarded due to labor dishowever. Mrs. Aldrich,
turbances,
county chairman, will, we arc sure,
perfect her organization very shortly. In Sand ival county we have been
unable to get properly started, however, Mrs. Meccham county chairman, will assume the duties of her
office immediately upon return to
her home. Mrs. Shields of Jemez
Springs has sent in a very good detail report of the work done in her
precinct.
Our activities have been many' and
varied. Each of the principal undertakings will be separately report-

,

joined in the artillery duels.

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES, CHURCHES
Here and There Over the State
&

La FofleTte, like all. the regular
x
orators, seems to think
that the only freedom worth talking
about is freedom of speech. New
soap-bo-

All the troops will be relieved after a certain period.
Training Is Preliminary
Washington, D. C, Oct. 27.
Announcement from Gen, Pershing's headquarters that American troops were in the front
line trenches in France marks
the beginning of the culminating
phase of the training of the
American war army.
It was plainly indicated that
the movement was regarded
simply as the final course in instruction and not the real initiation of participation
by the
United States troops in the war.
The fact that a quiet sector of
the French line has been selected
for this final training work is
evidence that the actual American front will be located

York Telegraph.

The value of the German mark max
fall and fall, but it can never hope
to get as cheap as some of the
people it bousht In Amerita. New
York Sun.

Annual Praise Service
4
LIGHT OF ASIA
COSTUMES OF ALLIED
Judge
r
The annual Praise Service of the
NATIONS HALLOWE'EN BALL
is here today on a professional visit.
Woman's
Union of the First PresLa Follette has not yet been able
We are the voices of the wandering
ASPECTACULAR SUCCESS
to grasp the fact that he is not the
byterian church, conducted by the
wind,
Dr. J. M. Diaz lias returned from
has been
Which moan for rest and rest can Missionary Department,
central figure in the present
Thcostume ball, Riven al tin
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on
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account
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Van
life,
Stone,
George
A moan, a sigh, a sob, a storm, a vice will be held a week from Sungraphs of Kerensky since no tw
examiner, lias returned from a busi- the Ancient Capital has ever seen,
11
Nov.
at the .Presbyterian
day
strife.
show him in the same group. New
Financially, as well as artistically,
ness visit to Kiin Jit:in county
church at 7:45 P. M. AH members
the ball was an unqualified success.
York Sun.
corof
friends
are
the
and
are
we
society
Wherefore and whence
ye
Mrs. Ira Rawson returned Tuesiy The ladies of the committees in
dially invited to attend. Music by
cannot know,
The Crown Prince of Germany is
Portland, Oregon where slut- charge and those who took part in
fine
whither
nor
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where
visitare
Nor
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the nations,
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springs,
another argument that will be used
spent the past three months
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life
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for
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go,
serving
great
ing relatives.
against the cigaret. Atlanta Journal
Hallowe'en Party
We arc as ye are, ghosts from the
their unselfish and untiring efforts.
The junior and senior classes of
I l1 '.' 'I' 'I' TT TtTtTTtTTTTI
The nations, with their represen- inane,
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Corrirk
the
Fe High School had the
What pleasures have we of our time Santa
Viave moved in from their country tatn es, were as follows
of their lives at an attractive
changeful pain.
home in the Tcsnquc valley and are! America Mrs. J. Fatintleroy Me
Hallowe'en
and enjoyable
party
llow located at their old home, .Vil fiill
which was given at the Grammar
What pleasures hast thou of thy school
San Francisco street.
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All Kinds
Swastika
Cerrillos
Steam Coal; Madrid,
Anthracite
Cord and
Madrid Smithing
Wood, Factory Kindling.
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Bakery Goods

Cake
Raisin Bread
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Apple Pie
Raisin Pie

Fruits

Bananas
Oranges
Peaches
Grapes
Apples
Vegetables
Sweet Potatoes
Lettuce
Egg Plant
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AUDITORIUM HOTEL
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Denver for Shopping.
Most convenient Hotel
Denver
from
block
Dry Goods Company.
Only
from
Lewis
blocks
Dry Goods
Only
blocks from Joslin Dry Goods
Only
r
i.
j lO.
riMier t
Only blocks to the main theatres and all the
main picture shows.
TWO NEW MODERN,
GARAGES JUST FINISHED WITHIN ONE HALF BLOCK OF HOTEL.
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RATES AND PRICES ARE REASONABLE.
The dinng room attractive and prices very
modest. The a la carte menu and table d'hote
meals are both used.
Watson Bros, own the Hoteland furnishing
TRY THE AUDITORIUM NEXT
TIME YOU COME TO DENVER,
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